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CITY EDITION

CANADA,- TOO, HAS ROSECRANS GOES

WILL NOT APPEAR.
Chicago, Jan. 7. An early edition

CONFERENCEiWILL

of an afternoon paper prints an extended interview with Frank Chance
Washington Fearc Snowslids-- t
In which Chance states positively that
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 7. The Chinook
A
be will not appear in baseball this
wind, the coming of which has beel
dreaded by railroad men for the last
season, and that his purpose in comtwo weeks, has arrived. It Is feared
ing to Chicago was to explain fully his
that the 15 feet or more of snow pild
attitude to Frank Farrell, who wants
the former leader of the Chicago Naupon the Cascade mountains will be
melted and v ill rsh down the slopes
tionals to manage the New York club
i EDICTS
TOMORROW WILL BE washing out tracks and bridges ant1 SECRETARY FISHER
BELIEVES POLICE ARREST MEMBERS OF OR- OIL TANKER IS LOST ON PEACOCK of the American league.
TODAY THE BALKAN ALLIES PARFrank Chance arrived here this afWARMER THROUGHOUT THE
GANIZATION
ALL
inundating the valleys.
OPERATING
SPIT NEAR ASTORIA, ORE.,
TICIPATED IN CELEBRATION
Snow that fell yesterday in westternoon and confirmed the statement
ENTIRE SOUTHWEST.
NEAR CALGARY.
LINES WILL USE "JUICE"
DURING GALE TODAY.
OF CHRISTMAS.
ern Washington has been reduced i,
that he will not engage in basebal?
next season. The killing frost on tht
slu5h by the rain and warm wind no
ECOEDS BROKEN LAST NIGHT prevailing. The temperature had ris- THE MILWAUKEE
IS FIRST SOME CCTFIiiATCRS ESCAPE THIRTY-SIMEN
PERISH coast yesterday he said made it all ACCOHDSNO TO G1EEKCEUECII
the more necessary for him to spentf
en on the the average 13 degrees in
a year on his fruit ranch at Glendora
and Washington and In some GREAT
Oregon
ELOWZERO TEMPERATURES
FALLS, MONT., COMPANY THE THREr
MEN CAPTURED,
THREE SAILORS HANG ON THE Calif.
THE ORTHODOX RELIGION MAKES
t
places 20 degrees. A southwesterly
IN SOME PLACES FOR
GIVEN
PROIS
A
TO
GRANT
TOP OF A PROJECTING MAST
ARE
BELIEVED
HOWEVEf,
After being closeted with Chance
storm that will bring great masses
THE DATE OF THE NATIVITY
FIRST TIME IN YEARS.
VIDE POWER.
for half an hour, Farrell told newspa
UNTIL COMPELLED TO DROP
of vapor from the sea Is sweeping
TO BE THE LEADERS.
CELEBRATION LATE.
over westei u Washington.
per men that he was negotiating
with Chance and that he hoped with
The railroads already have ooju io
damaged suffer from the thaw. The Milwau- OVER FOUR HUNDRED MILES DESTROYED RAILWAY STATION VESSEL WAS A "JONAH" considerable assurance of success to TURKS ASK FOR INSTRUCTIONS
secure the signature of the former
kee's Columbian train, due here at 1
2STIMJTES HAVE IT THAT THE o'clock this morning, has been mark- THE IMPROVEMENT
IS TO BE THE GANG IS BELIEVED TO HAVE SINCE HER LAUNCHING SHE HAD to act as manager for the coming seaTHEY WISH TO BE PREPARED TO
son.
ed indefinitely late. Northern PaciCROPS WILL BE CUT DOWN
MADE BETWEEN HARLOW-TOWBEEN MIXED UP IN SEVERAL
CAUSED SEVER. OTHER
MAKE CONCESSIONS AT THE
fic trains are three or four hours 'at?.
20 TO 40 PER CENT.
AND AVERY.
BAD ACCIDENTS.
EXPLOSIONS
RECENTLY.
NEXT MEETING.
The great Northern has no hope J
CHARGE DISCRIMINATION.
unt?
its
division
mountain
opening
Washington, Jan. 7. Charges of a
Denver, Jan. 7. "Not bo cold with late in tie week.
Washington, Jan. 7. What Secre
Astoria, Ore., Jan. 7. Leaving ma war against United States commerce
Calgary, Alberta, Jan. 7. A crimiLondon, Jan. 7. Trere is practical
slowly rising temperature," wa3 the
Alaska reports high temperature tary Fisher believes to be the begin- - nal organization to which many nitro rine record3 strewn with tales of in South America, combinations of ly no disposition in London to doubt
j
prediction for today and Wednesday
td:y. I.'utch harbor in ihe Aleutian ning of the electrification of all trans- - glycerin outrages in this vicinity with death and disaster connected with her European ports and of the operation that as soon as the delegates of Bul
r in Colorado,
New Mexico and Utah, Islands had a maximum temperature continental railroads, was marked to- in the last eight months have been at- career, the
oil tanker Rose-cran- of the alleged "shipping trust" to
garia, Greece, Montenegro and Servia
' given out
today by the local weather yesterday of 38; Sitka, 42: Valdei, S day by a grant to the Great Falls tributed, is believed to have been
once a United States army drive out independent steamship lines, have
cele'jr?ted the orthodox Christbureau. However, abnormally low tern'Power
to
(Jiont.)
company
transmit, broken up last night with the arrest transport, was lost on Peacock Spit were laid before the house merchant mas
the peaca conference will
holidiy
s peratnres were
over public domain under strict gov- of James W.
reported from these
Cold in Bakersfield
Sullivan, Leslie Ayr?s just beyond the bar, today in a fur- marine committee inestigating the
be resumed. There is a
, states early with the zero line extend- ernment
regulations, power for the and Edward Murphy. The three are ious gale that drove her on the rocks.
Bakersfield, Calif., Jan. 7. A temshipping combine today, by Sid- reluctance among all parties agairst
ing west from Amarillo, Texas, perature of 6 degrees above zero wer electrification of 450 miles of tracks awaiting trial charged with transportThirty-thre- e
men
crew
of
her
of
ney
of nostilities, although
Storey, of New Orleans, one of the
' through central New Mexico and Art-- recorded here
of main line of the Chicago, Milwau
early today at Oanfleld,
tureats of such an eventuality are.
ing explosives, and the police say the 36 perished when the ship went un- the organizers of the
zona and north through southeastern Kern
kee
and
beSound
railroad
Puget
other members of the gang rave fled. der, it is believed. The other three mail line.
county, 100 feet above sea level.
still uttered.
Nevada. Some of the below zero tem- The cold
tween Harlowtown, Alont., and Avery, The
Mr. Storey testified that when Euro- swept toward the San Emi-police say that William Hillis. clung hopelessly to a topmast and
At the same time the powers are oc24
for the last
peratures reported
one of those who escaped, was head their death seemed certain. The rag- pean lines plying to South America cupied hi offering
and Ediso Citrus tracts wfre a Idaho.
friendly advice .o
hours are: Amarillo, 2; Denver, 18;
The fact that the Great Falls com- of the
temperature of 22 was recorded. O!
'
gang which blew the office of ing tumult of water about them defied heard of large orders for cement go the antagonists,
In casa this
and
was "willing to accept the full- the Canadian
Pueblo, 22; Leadville, 26; Grand ange picking has
Railway Express com- rescuers. Huge seas battered at them ing to the United States they cut the should prove insufficient the ambassaspeeded up as nev- pany
est
18;
Junction,
Cheyenne, 24; Sheridan, er before. Citrus growers rushed
provisions for the protection of pany at Edmonton recently and that relentlessly; the gale,
bitterly cold, rate to divert the business to Europe; dors are seeking for the best method
32; Santa Fe, 12; Flagstaff, 16.
auto trucks to town and gathered ev public interests, even where all it the gang has committed many similar stiffened their clinging fingers until that they paid rebates to shippers of intervention.
" "
Unofficial reports from Steamboat
was asking was for a transmission crimes in western Canada.
moment by moment clos-e- r who used their ships exclusively and
ery available man for the best prices
they
slipped
method
the
Speculations
concerning
Colorado
Springs In northwestern
to the end in the harried water the ships of the
were gathered here, it is statoffered in years. The extent of crop line" is of even greater importance
mall of providing an Issue from the presThey
show a record of 54 degrees below
cannot be ascertained as yet. from the public benefit point of view, ed, all being) employed as overheal beneath. Two tug boats and a life were a failure because they were ent deadlock are-- rife, It la asserted
last nighL Railroad traffic continued damage
asserted Secretary Fisher today, than wiremen of the local street rallwaj saving crew stood
that Rechad Pasha, the principal
Many Suffer In Chicago
by, hoping against forced to sail back to New Orleanf
to be delayed today by the extreme
the further great electrification of company. Detectives traced them to
but there was no chance to aid. from South America without cargoes,. Turkish, delegate, has telegraphed to
hope,
Chicago, Jan. 7. Chicago's heavy
cold. The present cold wave has been
this place and arrested the trio
snow storm drove hundreds of home- railroads which must follow.
The Rosecrans cleared from South-nameConstantinople asking to reconvoke
"It demonstrates," he continued,
accompanied by little wind and meag- less
but the others, nine or ten in j eru California points with a crude
to police statons for
the conference and may make some
ELECTION.
persons
DIRECT
WANTS
er reports from the ranges indicate
shelter. Incoming trains from everv "not only that the provisions for pro- numDer, were wanifd m time to
oil enrgo for Portland, Ore. She
Boise, Ida., Jan. 7. Governor John explanations which he was prevented
loss.
scraparatively-littl'
direction were from one to three tection of the public interest upon
i countered" a'
.
today as the M. Haines, in his first message to the from giving, yesterday owing' to the
hourst late. More snow and colder which the department of the interior
stood in toward the b&r at the mouth legislature today, asked that body to brusque suspension of the session. At
Cold All Over the Country.
insists, do not prohibit water power
WOOL VALUES FIRM.
weather is predicted.
of the Columbia river. It Is thought give the approvr.l to the amendment the next meeting it is his turn to
Washington, Jan. 7. Thirty de
development which has yet taken
Boston, Mass., Jan. 7. With bins her officers lost their bearings in the to the federal constitution providing preside.
grees below lero at Miles City, Mont, Little
in the practical application of well cleaned of the 1912 stock and valMuch is hoped for from the action
Damage In Upper California. place
fury of the blow and the unmanage- for the direct election of United
this morning formed the climax of the
can be and is being taken ues
electricity,
San Francisco, Jan. 7. Moderate
firm, domestic wool able tanker was hurled on the rocks States senators.
the European powers, especially
fairly
holding
of
cold throughout the west extending
under these very provisions. The dealers are looking; forward with con- of
entemperatures
from
to
Russia. It is believed that the
Peacock
to
the
reigned
throughherself
also
He
to
today
pound
Spit
legislature
urged
southeastward to the gulf states.
out northern California. Ninety per power company and the department siderable satisfaction to the 1913 clip. pieces.
effort of the power will be
examina
act
laws
greatest
requiring physical
The northeastern part of the councorThe demand for scoured wools is
cent of the citrus crop In central and found that they could
exercised
of
at Constantinople. If weeks
the
issuance
tion
before
An
marriage
hour
she
after
struck
only her
try has temporary protection by the upper
which matured ear- dially and effectively In fixing the steady, but the trading in fleeces is topmast with its huma.n
of
and
California,
sterilization
without the yielding
the
however,
elapse,
certificates,
and
freight
an
area
of
of high presterms of a grant so as to recognize
development
limited.
taxalier
than
the southern crop, had beer,
very
of
the
that
hig
Adrianople,
Bulgarian delegates
Declaring
the
edge of her funnel stood above degenerates.
sure over the Atlantic near the coast,
effectively both public and private
wools the
In
and
estimates
lines,
from
the
special
from
declare
territory
will
prinshipped
"it
be
was
General Savoeff
tion
capitalists
seas.
preventing
leaping
but this territory, according to the
and rights."
show some demand In fine and medwere that the
Investing In Idaho enterprises and dis- and Cannon who will speak."
Wireless
calls
for
were
assistance
weather sharps, gradually will feel cipal shipping points
ium fine, and Texas lall supplies are
would be light At Fresno j
There were many exchanges of
the cold before the week is over. damage
the local station today couraging settlers from coming to the
A GERMAN EXPLORER.
active. Fine territory staple picked up by
thermometer registered 24 de- the
re- Christmas
advocated
fairly
Haines
Governor
greetings this moralag
state,
and
the
Oneonta
is
Tatoosh
and
Southern California
tugs
experiencing
Berlin, Jan. 7. Lieutenant Wilhelm brings 65 cents scoured and Texas
grees, at San Francisco, 36; at Sac-trenchment and economy in state ex- among the tilled , delegates, all of
out.
went
afterward
efforts
ex-:
the coldest weather in 40 years.
Shortly
German
the
antarctic
j Fitchner,
t
yells for 60 to 63 cents for 12 months.
whom attended church services
ramento, 30; at Eureka, 38.
penditures.
The temperature at San Diego was
plorer, returned with his expedition Some fine unwashed Ohio delaine hag to communite with the Rosecrans by
Count
Montene
the
VoynovKch,
2S early today, a record breaker tfor
today to Buenos Ayres after an ab-- j changed hands at 24 cents. Fine wireless failed.
Man Freezes to Death.
grin, who is the Catholic. The Greek
TWO MINE CAVE-INS- .
that poinL At Pueblo, Colo., it was
15 months in the southern
sence
crews
Life
from
of
Fort
saving
Canby
washed delaines are offered at 34c.
San Francisco. Tan. 7. Huddled
Bingham, Utah, Jan. 7. Two cave-in- s delegates went to the Greek church,
22 degrees below tero this morning;
and Point Adams put out for the
Lieutenant Fitchne'r cables Pulled wool is" very dull.
behind a pile of frozen refuse, James seas.
here today, one at the United while the Bulgarians, Servians and
at Denver, IS; Salt Lake, 2; Cheyscene against a
gale sweeping
stableman 26 years old, was from Buenos Ayres that the expedia
Clark,
States
Mining company's mines and Montenegrins went to the Russian
enne, 24; Minnedosa, Man., 36 below; found dead
tion has been most successful. He
up from the south. Big .waves broke
CONSUL GENERAL DEAD.
today from cold and exposat the Highland Boy mine, church, explaining that this was dona
other
the
El Paso, Texas, 6 above; Amarillo,
discovered new land, which he named
London, Jan. 7. Paul Nash, United over the crews as the lifeboats strug- owned
officialure.
The
coroner's
physician
by the Utah Consolidated Min- simply because they do not underTexas, 2 below, and the freezing temthe case as death from Prince Regent Lftild Land, and States consul general at Budapest, gled through the waters.
diagnosed
ly
resulted In the death of stand Greek.
company,
to
ing
1 'ch he named
peratures extend through Texas
Ice barrier
When they reached the vicinity of
died suddenly at a hotel here early
caused
cold. also an
bronchial
"No surrender of Adrianople," repneumonia
by
three men, the imprisonment and
the Mexican border and eastward to
today. Although it was apparent that the Rosecrans it was found impossible
No similar death Is recorded in the Kaiser Wilhelm II.
mains
the watchword of Rechad Pasand
two
the
of
death
others,
Louisiana.
Lieutenant Fitchner purposes con- death wa3 due to 'natural cpuses, an to reach the vessel and the two boats, probable
San Francisco.
communica- ha and his colleagues of the Turkish,
more.
Wire
of
five
At Omaha it was zero; Fort Worth, history of
injury
was not inquest will be necessary, as In all with the tugs, cruised about, searchClark was out of work, thinly clad tinuing his explorations. It
peace delegation.
tion with the mines is impossible.
14; San Antonio, 20; -- Kansas City, 6;
his Intention to attempt to reach the cases of sudden death.
ing the waters for possible survivors.
a
He
Into
had
homeless.
"If Adrianople should fall," sail
and
crept
Wichita, 2; Chicago, 2; Nashville, 66;
south pole. His ueelared purpose was
Mr. Nash was 35 years old and had So far as known none of the crew
vacant lot last night to sleep.
Rechad Pa8ha "5t
b0 owincr to
Slemphis, 31; Atlanta, 58; New
to learn, if possible, the character of been In the diplomatic service at was picked up.
I
famine
and
to
I
II
famine. Tha
only
!,
AHhll
I'!
owing
6S.
the land in the Antarctic circle and Bangkok, Venice, ViaJivostock, BudaShortly before 11 o'clock the tanknot therefore be
would
Bulgarians"
whether it was really a continent o pest and Rheims. While consul at Ve er's hull had sunk from
able to attribute it to a feat of arms.,"
sight Three
TRAIN IS WRECKED
California Fruit Damaged.
consisted of islands divided by froz- nice he married the Baroness Ina May- - men of her crew of 36
THE PARCELS PilST As to the further sittings of the conto a
clung
Los Angeles. Jan. 7 Temperatures
en arms of the sea.
nerl of Piedmont
topmast, which projected above the
ference, I can orjy say the alliea
from four to six degrees lower than
KILLING FIVE
waves.
All others, it was believed,
themselves
suspended it."
were
recorded last
Sunday night
ARCHBAiLD TAKES STAND.
had perished. It seemed impossible TRAFFIC MANAGER OF THE COM-- s
Rechad
went on to say lh
Pasha
the
of
hopes
night, blasting
orange
&
NEW
ANNOUNCES
PANY
Washington, Jan. 7. Judge Robert 1
the
De
that
survivors
could
three
further
of
question
negotiations waa
and lemon growers. It was admitted BIG FOUR EXPRESS JUMPS THE W.
RATES WILL BE MADE
ArchbalJ, of the commerce court,
saved.
CONSEESS
now
IN
TODAY
the
of
the Turkish govin
hands
fruit
losses
would
citms
be
today that
TRACK NOT FAR FROM LAtyider impeachment for alleged misernment.
extremely heavy. Estimates of drtai
INDIANA
FAYETTE,
use of his office, continued to testify
San Francisco, Jan, 7, Direct co:n-- j
Conflicting Reports,
age ran from $10,000,000 to $30,000,000.
in his defense that none of the
petition, national In scope, between j
today
San Francisco, Jan. 7. Advices to the Wells
Railroad freight losses, figured in
Washington, Jan 7. Senate: Con
Iifayette, Tnd., Jan. ".Big Four acts charged against him were wrongFargo Express company and! BASEBALL MEET POSTPONED.
terms of shipments, were approximate- passenger train No. 15, enroute from ful or
the
chamber of commerce here from the federal
noon.
vened at
parcels post vill go into
Improper.
Cincinnati, Jan. 7, The nnnurd
ly, In the statement of the shippers, Cincinnati
Colonel R. M. Johnston of Houston, Astoria say the Rosecrans had disap- effect as soon as plans which the comChicago, was wrecked
The judge testified that when E.
'
of the National l
meeting
that the 1913 crop of oranges and lem- at i.: 15 o'clock this afternoon, three J.
sucwhen
to
savers
and
life
senator
peared
tugs
of Scranton, first asked Texas, was sworn as
pany has been maturing for the past mission waB
postponed
ons would be from 10,000 to M.fllll miles west of Stockwell, hid., nine himWilliams,
today until
went out to the rescue. Another dis- for
to communicate with Captain ceeded Joseph W. Bailey, resigned.
years can be t afoot. Such ws some time next week iti ( ',
carloads short.
".
not
gave patch,
timed, reported the vessel the statement made here today by C.
miles east of this city.
Appropriations
May, manager of the Erie railroad
This announcement was mmle ty
Riverside was the coldest spot of the
It is reported tbat five passengers coal properties, about the Katydid hearing on further appropriations for at anchor In the lee off Peacock Spit. R. Graham, traffic manager of the Chairman
Herman when it befjme
citrus belt yesterday with a tempera are killed. One body has been tatcen culm
commerce If verified this dispatch would account
dump, around which some of continuing United States
company, at a hearing before the state definitely known that Fmul ,t
for the disappearance.
Ta
ti;re of 22. Other temperatures were: out of the wreck, that of W. P. Felt, the impeachment charges center, Wil- court.
railroad commission.
- ,2
Johnson of the American
j,
San Diego, 2S; Los Angeles, 2S;
j
to:;i
noon.
The
a traveling salesman of Rochester, N. liams merely asked for a letter of inowned
Convened
at
Rosecrans,
House:
by the
"We are in constant communication not be able to come here for at lt:i?t
24; Santa Ana, 24. These
sociated Oil company, has been an J with the other express companies,"
Y. Forty persons .u-- reported to l.e troduction to May and had not asked
Resumed consideration of
a week.
bureau figures, but private seriously injured.
fated vessel While taking on oil at said Mr. Graham, "and, although they
for the judge's influence, as is oppropriaton bill
A preliminary mottir"-- . v
, v
,
Lc-thermometers indicated that in
charged.
"Money trust'' inveslikatmg commit-- Gaviota on August) 27, 1912, ehe caught have not yet signified to us their attended by Chairman li
r
:
Pomona
other
and
several
Angeles,
CHRISTMAS IN RUSSIA.
(pa continued hearing, probing stock j fire and was burned to the water's final decision, we hope they wHl fail President T. L.
;
Lyndi c"
places it was much coldor on the
St. Petersburg, Jan. 7. i.25 p. m.
edge. On March 12 of the same year into line."
GOVERNOR FAVORS SUFFRAGE. exchange Kales.
al lcartie, wag held, l,v m
street
j.
The Russian imperia. crown prince,
Ilelf-na- ,
Bankers and financial experts heard she was driven on the rocks at Gavi
Mont, Jan. 7. The first
Competition, he explained, would committee from the K
I .'
V,. A. H'bafff-ra F'j'nona
Al(-swith hiB father, tlie Emperor! message of Governor Samuel V. Stew- by currency Bulwomiuittee on propos-- ; ota and two of her crew were lost.
extend to both rates and services, with tlon of Minor Lcnn
1
nir 4 of tsavit, hiu crop Nicholas, this afternoon atlciidcd the' art to the legislature, was read today. (,1s for new currency system.
wowir,
Built in GlaRSOW In 1883. the Rose- Fjiceial regard to
butier. poultiy rardli.s; the flsta
tip
of f 'f'3 from t!ie (."hr. t It nu confined to a recitation of the
'!' Mi'-- i
ItiveBlii-atioiof fjllef't d hfeamHlilp crans was 333 feet long
nd regis- &nd other perlsltatlo foodstuff:), to be. c.nnt 'act an 'I the !:
.1
I
).': V K V.' '
marine eom- - tered 2.HT6 tons grot-flis,un trfte to this
of the WJy- m
by
Sh formerly delivered direct from
democratic
the
0f
triiht
t'j
fj !!
jtr,,,
!..,
ff
I,
fMjar-I ;:.:. i:
was Bn army tr ; i.'.rt. At the o'fiee
'Ihm v,uh
for tliclr i i
,tit
juiil'Jiifv ;md ft pi
thus dltnlnalJii? tM? tu', 1"
It y;
,,.1,(1
I l i s
;inl by of tti ApKocljiii-Oil compsiuy it
X.Hl'H Jil'fitS.
!!,!.
if
UlA
Of
U.
',.
fcld 1ln
j;!i.-vd;Mt.:.l
ml cjii-fw.,W,;-l,1(.-j
)le.
ii.';
jioi:i!ii;s v.''il;l
f.U.K' of law
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"DANDill"

HAIR AND

WS

This, brittle, colorless and scraggy Danderlne from

life,

use. :

ltend

be.

"I have heard it suggested that the
of our legislature is not
to be considered as a regular session
thereof, but a. a special or extraordinary, session called by the constitution for the purpose of setting tbe
state government in operation end
that the first proper session of the
state legislature is the one now approaching, and that then the organization of the house should begin. Such
construction, however, does violence
as hereinbefore indicated to the clear
language of the constitution, but
even if it were permissible our house
of representatives would be In substantially the same condition as the
national house of representatives
when called in special session in advance of the regular session, and no
one has ever imagined eo far as I am
informed, that any new organization
of the national house was necessary
when the regular session afterwards
began.
"My conclusion is that it is not part
of your duty to call the house of representatives to order when it meets
on the 14 th of January."
"Very respectfully,
"FRANK W. CLANCY,
"Attorney General."

first session

UPSET,

No

There la nothing so destructive to investment you ever made. Your hair

BILIOUS,
SICK?

has the following to say regarding the
case:
Robert S. Randall, a local salesman for J. S. Brown & Brother Mercantile company, of Denver, is charged with embezzlement In a complaint
sworn to before Judge George R.
Craig Saturday afternoon by Fred P.
Kahnt, New Mexico representative
for the Brown company. Up to noon
today the warrant has not been served on RandalL The opinion was expressed by those most Interested that
the accused man had left the city.
The complaint charging Randall with
embezzlement was drawn up Saturday by District Attorney M. U. Vigil.
While no definite sum was mentioned
in the complaint, those in a position
to known declare that Randall failed
to turn over to the proper officials of
the Brown company several hundred
dollars which it is alleged he had collected without authority from various
customers. Randall had been
as a Brown salesman since
March 1, 1912. He was about 45
ears old and had apartments at the
Highland house. Those acquainted
with Randall claim that poker caused
his downfall

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

4
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
Tho
board of bar examiners .8 meeting today at the capitol. The board
is composed of William J. Lucas, of
Las Vegas, president; Charles C.
Catron, of Santa Fe; Julius Staab of
Albuquerque, and jtjRe D. Sena, secretary, of Santa Fe. Attorney Staab is
expected here tonight. Seven applicants for admission to the New Mexico bar are taking the examination.
Educational Examination,
The department of education is today sending out questions to all the
teachers of the state for the midwinter examination, to be held January 10 and 11. The examination is on
all subjects with which teachers sees-incounty certificates must be familiar.
g

New Company.

Articles of incorporation of the
Pecos Valley Alfalfa Farms company,
of Colorado, were filed today in the
office of the state corporation
today. The new company has
its New Mexico office in Carlsbad,
Eddy county, and names Henry H.
Gieseker statutory agent. It is capitalized at $1,500,000 and has a paid in
capital of $1,300,000.
Twelve Resolutions.
The committee composed of Rupert
F. Asplund, Edith Eickox, Jose D.
Silva, Leila Laws, and Msdallna Lorenzo, appointed by the Santa Fe

Xf)".
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

President
President
Treasure

Win. G. IlaydoD
II. W. Kelly

Vice

D. T. Hoskins

Interest Pe.ld on Deposits
county teachers, drafted 'New Year
resolutions," affecting the management of Santa Fe county schools during the year 1913. There are Just a
dozen resolutions and they may be of
interest to the other 25 counties of
the state.
They are:
1. To keep the school house and
the surroundingsln the best possible
condition.
2. To have a daily program and a
definite outline of work to be completed each month so tar as conditions

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

will allow.
3.
To visit each home n

the district at least once in order to interest

X
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59T
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CASCARETS

Are you keeping your bowels, liver
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway through these alimentary
or drainage organs every few days
with salts, Cathartic Pills, castor oil
or Purgative Waters.
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-daCascarets thoroughly cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove tbe undigested, sour and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile
ffim the liver and carry out of the
system all th decomposed waste
matter and poisons in the intestines
and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your drugof men and women
gist. Millions
take a ( HBfiiret now and then and
never have Headache, JilllouBness,
sour
ctjfit'd Ionium,
Indigestion,
Sloriiitdi or ('onHllpaled Uowela.
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Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet tho
time with the least possible suffering
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used if
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
This remedy
derived from its use.
does not accomplish wonders but simply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nauBoa, pre
vents caking of
the breasts, and
t

r.
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contributes
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otherhood. Mother's Prlond lit sold
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parents in the scbool.
4. To celebrate at least two specia
days during, the year.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
5.
To read the books of the readshow you.
ing circle according to the grade of
the certificate held.
6.
To attend the institute and to
Las wegas Automobile & machine Co
prepare ourselves beforehand so as to
get the greatest possible benefit from
Phone Main 344.
our attendance.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
7. To make all our teachers practical, emphasizing those things in the
lessons which will be most useful to
The commiteee adds :
3 he expected to know
the pupils.
just when he
"We respectfully submit the forego- could be allowed to get Calles at Jua
8. To interest pupils in working
with their hands, especial'y in agri- ing aims and purposes in the firm be- rez and take hlm baTtkTTTSa'fftaiT?
Fish Are Splendid.
culture and gardening at the proper lief that Santa Fe county teachers are
Game Warden Baca, Deputy Game
progressive and this year will show
se.ason.
9. To try to raise tho grade of our surprising results
arising from our Warden Otero and Speaker of the
united, enthusiastic and intelligent ef- House Ramon L. Baca have just recertificates during the coming year.
turned from a trip to the Pecos where
10. To study and practice the best forts."
methods of teaching the various subthey took a peep at the thousands 0?
Fornoff In Mexico.
fish
A
received
letter
from
fry waxing fat for the angler'b
Fred
jects.
Captain
11.
To read at least two periodi- Fornoff of the New Mexico Mounted Bport next summer, "The little fish
Police, states that he has arrived in are splendid," said everyona in the
cals, one of which shall be an edu'
the City of Mexico whither he has party.
journal.
12. To attend the meetings of the gone carrying documents to extradite
Santa Fe County Teachers' associa- Don Andres Calles, escaped cook from
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
tion, especially the one to be held on the state penitentiary. The captain Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
Friday, February 21, and to bring arrived in the capital of Mexico De- Tablets. DruggistB refund money If it
something to show that our respec- cember 31, in time to see the old year fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigout and the new year in. On January nature is on each box. 25c
tive schools are advancing.

co.n-missio-n

Headache, Biliousness, bad Taste
or Constipation by

arid itching of the scalp, which and have the appearance of
an incomparable
and
gloss
if not remedied causes the li.'iir roots
io fJirink, loosen and
(he roftiiCBij, but what will pleaKo you
nioKt will bo afNsr Just a few wei-!:f;ii's out faiit.
,
boloni?
A !HUf
Jiri!uirriiif t'iiii?!it now
ti'(, when you will Actually boo a lot
v. I!)
CIlllllKti jft
j, i,
i.nrly tiuve your hair, at fltiC, downy hfilrnow
Adv.
nil over tli's acnlM,
i.Vf h ?5 tfiit liCsHio .f jfrti.wHon'i
-,-r

Frank 8prinpr,

Qy

Vice-Preside-

Morning

the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair will immediately take on that life,
of Its lustre, Its strength and its very lustre and luxuriance which is so beaulife; eventually producing a feverish-nes- tiful, it will become wavy and fluffy

lmir-f;row-

Cck

tice as to the organization of the national house of representatives. Congress by the constitution, in the absence of any different provision by
congress itself, holds regular sessions
beginning) on the first Monday of De
cember in each year, the first of such
regular sessions being about 13
months after the election of the representatives. There is neither constitutional nor statutory direction as to
the details of the organization of the
houBe beyond that which makes it the
duty of the last clerk of the house of
representatives to makeup a roll of
In actual practhe , members-elect- .
tice the clerk calls such roll and the
members so called upon the roll proceed to the election of a speaker, the
clerk presiding until that election is
had. The members of the house then
take the oath of office and proceed
to business. It has happened many
times that the president of the United
States has called congress in special
session at times previous to the beginning of the first regular session
of that body. At such special sessions
the house has always elected a speaker who has continued in office until
the expiration of the congress no matter how many sessions there might

any drug store or

en

J. M. Cunningham. President

!.

E. G. Murphey

hair is mute evidence of a neglected toilet counter, aud after the first apsalp; of dandruff that awful scurf. plication you will say it was the best

dle--llj-

ALBUQUERQUE

Catherine Ave. and Ascot Clave,
Queen's Court. L. I.
FORMER LAS VEGAN IS ACCUSED
'(Jetitleruen: In the year I'.KTS I was
taken with a heavy cold and a nasty
OF EMBEZZLING
MONEY
iniiKlt and weut to several doctors. InFROM BROWN & BROTHER.
cluding a specialist. Their medicines fuil-'I theu went to the Catskills,
hut
be eoutcli still kept up. 1 stayed there
a year and then
Robert S. Randall, formerly of Las
went on n farm near
Jersey City, a very sick man.
Vegas, and employed by the Las Ve"My brother then recommended
Alterative to nte very highly. At
first I would not eonsent to use it, owing' gas Mercantile company, is in trouble
to the faet that I had taken so many
in Albuquerque, a warrant for his armedicines without beins helped In any
rest having been issued on a charge
I
now
Is
hut
consented.
It
way.
finally
uear!y two years since I first took It. of embezzlement. While
I mu now cured
residing in
I
and
dare say that I
would have been buried lonu ago If It Las Vegas Mr. Randall was a
regular
lad not been for Kcktuan's Alterative. I
v sh to thnnk yon for the Godsend to me. church attendant and was considered
Wherever I (to I highly recommend the an
honest as well as a capable man.
as I owe my life to It."
iSvu.rn Ailidavit) JOS. J. TItOKKCHEK.
The Albuquerque Herald of yesterday

Central Drug

OLD,

abund-dunce-

It should slop the

iwlllnA fevpr jiryntnlg M.n- iff very many juries, prolong
what It accomplished lu this

IVkmnn's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis. Asthma, liay Fever; Throat and
LtniK
Troubles, atid in upbuilding the
sysrem. Docs not contain poisons, opiates
of hn hit forming drucs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and wriie to Kekmati
r.nboratory, Philadelphia. P., for more evidence, for sale by all leading druggists

HAIR

USE
HAIR TONICS
DON'T PAY 50 CENTS FOR WORTHLESS
GET
RESULTS
"DANDERINE"
HARMLESS
RELIABLE,

uud try It.

NWeiltw

peitte uud

$50,000.00

1100,000.00

Allei-alhe- .

FOR FALLING

DANDRUFF-GRO-

Ifive.stinate

Uiu'Ilt

IN TROUBLE III

SURPLUS

PAID IN

's

.

CENT

RANDALL
CAPITAL

in Inbuilt! liuujuti power to irfform
ridnN'i,..).
'Jiic iiiHkurs of Kekmnn's
a rpiiivily for Consuuii(iou,
do
nut rljiltu t tint It will restore every oue
to pvrleet liejiltll, but no tunny have voluntarily testified it BaveU llirir lives, tliitt
nil who have thla dread disease should

distinction Is made as to the charae- ter of that first session and the subsequent sessions. That first session is
provided for by the constitution just
as completely as the subsequent sessions, and the last sentence of said
section five indicates that it is a "regular session" just as much as any sub
sequent session, as it says "No regular session shall exceed 60 days, except the first, which may be 90 days."
"The first election was held in November, 1911, at which members of
the house ' of representatives were
eleceted. Ordinarily their term of office would, as provided in section
four of article IV of the constitution,
be for two years, but by section twenty-two
of article XXII it was provided in effect that their term of office
should expire at the same time as if
they had been elected in November,
1912. They were not given a new
term of office to begin as though they
had been elected in November, 1912,
January 4, 1913.,
"Hon. Antonio Lmcero, Secretary of but their term of office was made to
run from the date of their qualificaState, Santa Fe, N. M.
"Dear Sir I have had your letter tion until after the election in 1914.
of the 28th ultimo on my desk for Ordinarily the first session of any
some days hut have not heen able to legislature will be the regular one in
make answer to it. In that letter January, next after the election in
you Inquire whether the language of November, but as the governor has
section 8 of article IV of the consti- power to call special sessions of the
tution, makes it the duty of the sec- legislature, we might have a number
retary of state to call to order the of sessions of the same legislature
house of representatives every time within the meaning of ,the constituthere is a session held and to pre- tion. It is inconceivable that the con
side over its deliberations until the stitution can mean that at each of
house has elected, by a majority vote, these sessions when called a new
one of its! members to be its presid- speaker must be elected, especially
when we consider that such called
ing officer or speaker.
"Having been Informed that there is session can not exceed 30 days in
some diversity of views on this sub- length and much time might be conject, with special reference to the ap- sumed In the preliminary work of orproaching session of the legislature, I ganization.
"I am unable to see any way to
have made some effort to ascertain
what can he urged for or against its avoid the conclusion that the session
being your duty to call the house to of the legislature held in pursuance
order when it next meets. I learn of the governor's proclamation, which
it is urged by some of those who are expired in June last, and the apof opinion that there must be a new proaching session to be held on the
organization of the house at the ap- second Tuesday of this month, are
proaching se&kl&i' by the election of only two sessions of the same legisla
a new speaker, that the constitution ture and that If the governor should
provides a general system of elections call several special sessions between
to "he held In the state on the Tues- now and November, 1914, they would
day after the first ftionday In Novem- all be sessions of the same legislature,
ber In each even numbered year," and that the organization of the house
(section 6 of article XX) and that in perfected at the first one would conJanuary, next after each of such tinue unless displaced by a vote of
elections, the legislature Is to meet in the house itself.
"It has been suggested that section
regular session, (section 5 of article
IV), and that the direction as to the eight of article IV indicates that each
duty of the speaker contained in the session is to be a separate organizasection referred to in your letter ap- tion because it provides that the senplies to the regular sessions held in ate shall elect a president pro temJanuary next after the regular elec- pore who shall serve until the next
tions held In November, and that in session of the legislature. But it is
accordance with this general system to be observed, however, that the elec
the approaching session of the legis- tion of a president pro tempore is not
lature must be considered as one at essential to the organization of the
which it is your duty to preside until senate or to its power to tranact business. If there were a deadlock as to
a speaker is elected.
"It is undoubtedly true that the such election, business would unconstitution does contemplate, after doubtedly go on and the lieutenant-governo- r
would preside over the dethe first state election, that each regJanin
followed
of the senate; but as to
shall
liberations
be
election
ular
uary by a session of the legislature the house there appears to be no way
and there is no doubt that at such of doing business until the speaker Is
sessions it would be the duty of the elected, and if it had been the intensecretary of state to call the house tion of the constitution to require the
to order and to preside until a speak- election of a speaker at each seser is elected; but I am unable to reach sion of the legislature it would have
the conclusion that this has any ap- been easy to say so just as is said
plication to the approaching session with regard to the president pro temof the legislature. The constitution pore of the senate. With that provisprovides .in section five of article IV ion with regard to the senate and the
that the first session of the legisla- omission of any similar provision as
ture shall begin on a day to be speci- to the speaker of the house, the argufied in the proclamation of the gover- ment seems strong that the speaker's
nor which proclamation is provided term of office continues from one sesfor in eectlon 20 of article XXII, and sion to another unless terminated by
that subsequent sessions shall begin the house Itself.
"Some light may be thrown upon
on the second Tuesday of January
next after each general election. No this question by reference to the prac- -
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Attorney Genera! Informs Secretary of Stale That the Legislature
Is iu a IWiiion to Resume Ifs Labors With Lifde r'orm2lifyt
He Has No Opinion
and Quotes Authority for Dis Position
to Offer Redardin Senator Fall's Second Election Until He Is
Requested By a State Official.
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 7. Attorney
General Frank V. Clancy today hand-e- d
down an opinion and "withheld"
an opinion.
The one he handed down was that
he fails to see why a new organization of the house is required at the
Impending session beginning January
14, and that any change rests with
the house Itself. The attorney gener
al believes that the first session of
the legislature was a "regular" session."
The opinion he withheld was regarding the "legality of Senator Falls'
'second' election."
"As to that subject," said the attorney general smiling broadly, "I
have no opinion to express officially
concerning it until I am called upon
in some official way to do so."
Mr. Clancy's opinion regarding the
organization of the house at the forthcoming session is as follows:

iBEBT

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

io Buy

Advertised Goods

CAS
COUNTY

PRO- - board,

COMMISSIONERS
CEEDINGS

nor can any trace of the same

be found, upon motion,

(Continued from Yesmrday.)
Tub board reconvened at 1:30 o- clock.
Roads John Taylor property. Ber
nardo Grlego and J. D. Johnston ap-

peared before the board to give fur
ther information relative to a peti
tion, previously presented to the
hoard, asking for the opening of cer
tain roads along section lines on the
,
property of John Taylor at a La Gari-taboard
and
the
San Miguel county,
having investigated said matter, the
same is taken under advisement and
further Continued, pending certain
necessary advice from the district attorney of said county.
Road supervisors-- Abolished. Road
Supervisors Sebero Lucero of District
Nq. 1, Ramon Madrid of District No. 2
and J. M. Martinez of District No. 3,
said county of San Miguel and state
of New Mexico, being now presenl
before the board, they are advised as
to the law recently passed by the last
legislature and being Chapter 54 of the
laws of 1912, providing for the creation of county road board and abolishing the position of road supervisor and extending the thanks of the
board on behalf of the people of San
Miguel county to said road supervisors for their faithful services render-

It is ordered by the board that th
clerk notify the U. S. marshal and
make application for the Issuance of
a duplicate check for the said amount
in payment of such rent, in the place
and stead of the said lost check.
Petition Road Pecos River. The
petition of certain residents of Cowles
and vicinity, and within the county
of San Miguel and state of New Mexico, and other persons, asking that
the road up the Pecos river, from Pe
cos to Cowles, be repaired and for
other improvements thereon, having
been presented to the board and read,
the same was returned to the clerk
with instructions to forward such petitions to the good roads commission
cf San Miguel county.
Roads J'recinct 13. A, letter to the
board from J. J. Maestas, Jr., justice
of the peace of Pet. No. 13, asking
that the roads in said precinct be repaired, after having been read, the
6ame was ordered forwarded to the
good roads commission of San Miguel
county.

Asumption by Btate county debts.
It appearing to the board that by recent act of the legislature a board of
loan commissioners of the state of
New Mexico, was created for the pur
pose of determining the debts and
liabilities of the territory and the.
-

vhQ' :j

Alfredo Fiores, salary, janitor court
house, $35.
It is ordered that the board do now
adjourn until Tuesday morning, October the 8th 1912, at 10 o'clock.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Attest:
Chairman.
LORENZO

DELGADO,

Clerk.

Tuesday, October 8, 1912.
The board met pursuant to adjournment.
Present The same commissioners,
clerk and interpreter as of yesterday.
The record of the proceedings oj'
yesterday, read, approved and signed.
Payment Missouri Valley Bridge
and iron Co. It appearing to the
board that there is sufficient money
in the road and bridge fund to make
an additional payment on the bridge
crossing the Gallinas river between
the Town of Las Vegas and the City
of Las Vegas.
It is ordered by the board that the
clerk issue his warrant on the county
treasurer for the sum of $750, payable
to the Missouri Valley Bridge and
Iron company.
Bills approved. The following bills
and accounts against the county ol
San Miguel, having been submitted
and examined, the same are regular
ly approved for payment and the
lerk is instructed to issue warrants
on the treasurer therefor, respectively
.

to-w-

0U.v

TUESDAY,

JANUARY 7, 1913.

and sworn to,
the same were
and the clerk
warrants upon

aft
due examination
Precinct 43, San Agustln House of
approved for payment Lorenzo Garcia.
was directed to Issue Precinct 44, Ojjtos Frios House of
the treasurer therefor, Daniel Chavez.
t:
Precinct 45,
Giwyvaie School
J. M. Martinez, Canyon del Agua House.
road, $82.
Precinct 46,
Emplazadc School
J. M. Martinez, Canyon del Agua House.
road, $619.
Precinct 47. Hot Springs House of
J. M. Martinez, Canyon del Agua Lorenzo Leal.
road, $601.
Precinct 48, Trementina House of
J. M. Martinez, Canyon del Agua Cecillo Valverde.
road, $279.75.
Precinct 49, Agua Zarcia House of
Roman Gallegos. 'boarding prison- Anastacio
Chavez.
ers, $187.25.
Precinct 50, Guadalupe House of
It is ordered that the board do now Matlas
Aragon.
edjourn until Tuesday morning, Octo
Precinct 51, San Ignacio House of
ber 15, 1912, at 10 o'clock.
Felix Garcia.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Precinct 52, Colonias Ariba House
Attest:
Chirman.
of Andres Ruiz.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Precinct 53, Encinosa House of Antonio D. Torres.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
this
second day of January A. D. 1913,
Whereas, by virtue of Section
the
board of county commissioners
by
105
1909
of
the
of
of
Laws
Chapter
the state of New Mexico, the board of the county of San Miguel, the state
of county commissioners of the county of New Mexico, In open session of
of San MigueL state of New Mexco said board.
Is required to give publlo proclamation BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION-- 1
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
of the election for justices
of the
MIGUEL, NEW MEXICO.
peace and constables to be held Jan(Seal)
by FIDEL ORTIZ,
uary 13th, A. D. 1913.
Chairman.
Now Therefore, in accordance with Attest:.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
6t
the fibove law, the board of county
commissioners of the county of San

state

of New

GRUMBLER ALWAYS WITH US
Discontented Man Accomplishes Some
Good, With Much HarnvThrough
Hi Eternal walla.
We are all natural-borgrumbler
From childhood to the grave 'we look
for the few things that are wrong and
n

forget the many that are right. When
we are strong and healthy we offer no
prayer of thanksgiving. But let us
have an ache or a pain, a cut finger
or a sore thumb and hear the walla
of distress.
We expect to be healthy, happy and
well. We feel that that is an inheritance to which we are entitled. So
we think nothing of it. But how we
magnify our little troubles!
We forget that if we inherit health
so we may also have an inheritance
of suffering. If we "have days of sunshine we must also have days of
storm. If we expect to enjoy happl-aes- s
we must also anticipate hours of
pain. If we have Joys we must also
have sorrows.
We never voice contentment
We
ilways proclaim our discontent Hear
the cries of unrest by those who
magnify their grievances against the
present order of things. This has
much to do with the clamor in favor
of upsetting our established form of
government and trying experiments,
costly, unnecessary and in many in
stances foolish.
The grumblers are responsible for
the unreason, discontent and unbelief that so widely prevail. It has
been so always from ancient biblical
NOTICE.
"new century of
Notice is hereby given to the stock- times to this
holders of the First National Bank of progress." Leslie's.
Las Vegas that the annual stockhold
ers meeting will be held at the office ANCIENT CRIME UNPAID FOR
of the First National Bank of Las Ve
gas on January 14, 1913, at 4 o'clock Murder 700 Years Ago Still Causes
Annual Tribute to Be Paid by
p. m.
the Community.

does

LOOK ON
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THE CHEERFUL SIDE

After All, What la the Use of Letting
Worry Get the Upper Hand in tha
Journey Through Life?

Did you ever cross a room while yot
were busy and worried and catch a.
sight of your face in the glass or win-

dow.

Nine times out of ten your Jaws are
set, your eyes are hard, and the ex
pression of your face would discourage the most enthusiastic optimist to.
the world.
The next time you catch yourself:
looking like that, stop and ask yourself what under the shining sun are-yosulking about.
Everybody has a sense of humor, or
if they have not they should have; so
call it into play at once and talk t
yourself, and keep on talking until
you begin to laugh at yourself and the.
great big trouble that made you loot
like a scowling dog. What will you
talk to yourself about?
Oh, any merry little thing that once
occurred In your life some pleasant
surprise, some happy day anything,
will do.

This is no foolish advice I am giving
you, for, seriously, there is more in,
this looking cheerful than you can.
dream of. It is not half as feeblat
minded as It sounds. Try it for a few
weeks and prove It for yourself.
Don't overdo It, of course, but let
your face express good will and cheer
and comfort, and the first thing yout
know you will feel it
You cannot entirely forget your'
cares; nor would it be right to do bo.
Every one has cares; they are good!
for us. The real God sent cares that
test the strength of our souls all of
us have those, too; but let us meet
them like real women. Chicago
;
Tribune.

Mexico,
Miguel,
Felipe Baca y Garcia, J. P. fees $6.
counties thereof, which were valid and
and give
hereby
publicly
proclaim
ed.
P.
fees
J.
Baca
y Garcia,
Velipe
on the 20th day of lune A.
on this second day of January,
notice
subsisting
Hillisde Precinfct To establish
$6.40.
A. D. 1913, in open session o? the said
D. 1910, preparatory to the assumption
Precinct 29. W. p. Calhoun presentPablo Jaramillo, interpreter justice
and
the
debts
such
state,
further,
board, that an election to be held in
of
by
ed to the board apetition, signed by
of the peace court, $4.
thme county of San Miguel and in
such" board has organized and a
that
a large number of persons residing
Romero Merc. Co.. merchandise for
made by the secrebeen
the
state of New Mexico is for the
has
request
upon laMs east of the City of Las
county prisoners, $13.75.
to this board for copies
thereof
of electing one justice of the
purpose
tary
Mt. States Tel. and Tel. Co., phone
Vegas, San Miguel county, New
one constable In each of the
all records showing the issuance of
of
and
peace
ico, and within precinct 29, requestrent, October, $14.
UMBRELLA ALWAYS AT HAND
copies, of judgof
the said county of San
bonds,
outstanding
any
precincts
M.
school
N.
to
a
the
new
board
establish
prePrinting Co., reports,
ing
Seven hundred years ago some shepif any, against the county and
will
the
and
that
said
election
ments,
Miguel,
In the District Court of the United herds of the Valley of Roncal, In
cinct to be known as Hillside precinct,
$7.50.
For Small Sum, Subscriber Is Guarstatement of all outstand- superintendent,
were murdered by shepherds of
within the said county and to Include a complete
Juan Segura, salary, assistant jailer be held within the hours prescribed by
States, for the ' District of New
anteed Protection From the
on
date
the
warrants
on
Janlaw
said
thirteenth
of
the
the Valley of Bareton, in Beam, the
day
Mexico.
certain lands more fully set forth In ing, unpaid
$40.
Sudden Shower.
with a list of all such
A. D. 1913, at the following nam
In the matter of James F. Jackson, crime taking place on the high pasture
said petition, and the board having above specified,
Felipe Lopez, interpreter probate uary,
to
lands
in
of
the
their
dates,
Aries,
ed places in each precinct:
Pyrenees.
The
have Just founded a
considered the same, such petition is warrants, showing
court, $22.
bankrupt, in Bankruptcy, No. 116.
It would have been difficult to bring companyBelgians
whom issued, on what account, and
Precinct 1, San Miguel House of
whose originality will bv
To the creditors of James F. Jack the murderers
Red Cross Drug Co., medicine, pris
ordered filed and passed for further
individually to Justice, hard to beat. This is the Umbrella!
the amount of each one, and the oners 70c.
Isidro Lopez.
son, of Las Vegas, County of San Mi- and the Spaniards were preparing to
investigation, to be acted upon at the
to
the
as
Lending society.
advised
been
board having
Precinct 2, La Cuesta Hilario Gar- guel, in the district
Red Cross Drug Co., stationery,
next session of this board.
aforesaid, a bank- make war upon the valley from which,
The company has a
of sevand a commumentioned
above
cia.
law,
the French murderers had come, when eral million francs, andcapital
Bids for three bridges. Th board
$3.25.
as
rupt:
county
clerk,
half
maayi
been received and
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South House
now went into executive session for nication having
Notice is hereby given, that on the the French village proposed that peace umbrellas and its object is to save
Refugio Esqnibel, salary as Jailer,
be
relaa
at
maintained
the
of
the
from
read
yearly people from the trouble of buyingi
attorney general,
price
cf Eugenlo Romero.
1st day of January A. D. 1913, the tax or
50.
the further consideration of the bids
tribute, to endure for all time, and carrying these occasionally useful
now upon consid-ratioPrecinct 4, Tecolote House of Luis said James F. Jackson was
beertofore submitted and opened for tive to said matter,
J. M. Martinez, salary, road over
ad
and this proposition was accepted but cumbersome articles about when!
duly
and the motion of John II.
Gonzales.
the construction of three bridges, one
seer, $S0.
judicated a bankrupt; and that the without demur.
not In actual employ.
commissioner.
York,
Precinct 5, Las Vegas North House first
The payment of this blood tar
Pablo Ulibarri, fees, J. P., $2.80.
at Villanueva, one at Pecos and one
meeting of his creditors will be
Subscribers pay $1 a year, and are.
is ordered by the (board that the
It
Mares.
P.
of
Jose
three
but
later
white
mares,
held at the office of the undersigned originally
at Azul, within the said county of
an aluminum counter with, a'
Pablo Ulibarri, fees, J. P., $2.80.
given
as
a
as
early
day
Precinct 6, Las Vegas Central-Ho- use on the west side of the Plaza In the three cows of a particular breed and number. It 1b much easier evidently!
San Miguel and state of New Mexico, clerk proceed, at
Winters Drug Co., medicine prison
color has been made ever since, the to
to compile such data and
of Felix Garcia.
carry a counter than an umbrella
town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, on custom
and it appearing upon examination possible,
ers, $2.75.
it la nothing more having
board
I? the subscriber Is caught In the-raisaid
information
by
Antonio
requested
of
Precinct
San
House
7,
M. F. Des Marais, salary school su
the 17th day of January, A. D. 19?3, survived even the great wars in which
that the bid of the Missouri Valley
all that he has to do la to go
of loan commissioners from the rec
Fernandez Armljo.
at nine o'clock In the forenoon, at both France and Spain have engaged, Into the nearest restaurant, tobacco
Bridge and Iron company is the lowperintendent, $375.
and
San
of
ords
further,
county,
Migel
Precinct
8, .Upper
Las Vegas which time the aid creditors
est bid submitted, now upon motion
E. Romero, treasurer, office supplies,
may at and the storm of the French revolu- shop, or big store, and In return for
School House.
of John H. York county commission- - in view of certain statements made $159.84.
his ticket he is immediately furnished '
tend, prove their claims, appoint a tion.
to the board by the clerk, thereof, that
Precinct 9, Peeps House of Pedro trustee and "examine the
Yearly the representative men of with a respectable umbrella.
M. A. Sanchez, assessor, P. O. box
and
bankrupt
'
the two valleys meet on the frontier,
Ribera.
When the sun cornea out again he
It is ordered by the board that the such necessary and extra clerk hire rent, 60c.
transact such other business as may at a certain
stone, remote from any enttrs the first similar establishment
com
to
as
be
and
may
required
of
House
10,
Precinct
help
Chaperito
blanks,
properly come before said meeting.
Independiente Pub. Co.,
town, and go through the ceremony and deposits his umbrella in
y' contract for the construction of the
exchange
Pedro Garduno.
' above named bridges be and the same plete such report and make search of treasurer, $156.
CHESTER A. HUNKER,
of presenting and receiving the cattle. for another
counter, Stray Stories
Peclnct 11, San Geronimo House of
The order of procedure, which is
is hereby let and awarded to the the records for the above, information
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Fidel Ortiz, salary, county commis
f
Valentin Roybal.
elaborate and impressive, is fixed by
said Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron shall be hired by him and paid for by sioner, $200.
Precinct 12, Rowe House of MaConcerning Apple Plea.
company, the lowest bidder, for the this board.
If your children are subject to at- a document bearing the date 1375,
Tomas Ortega, fees, J. P., $4.60.
If you ask a man what sort of Die,
Bond J. P. Pet. 40. The official
tacks of croup, watch for the first though the tax was paid a hundred
total sum of$22,832, and that the disVictoriano Ortega, fees, constable, nuel Archuleta.
he will take, and he hesitates a mo- -'
Precinct 13, Rociada House Of Jo symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamber years prior to that time.
trict attorney prepare contracts, re- bond of Candido Padilla, appointed as $20.20.
ment, he ia pretty sure to blurt ouv
lain s Cougb Remedy as soon as the
within and for
spectively, one for each of the said justice of the peace,
Jil independiente Pub. Co., pro se Ig. Martinez.
apple. That is always a sure thlngj
child
becomes
hoarse
and
the attack
New
Precinct 14, Sapello House of Ole- Story of Clemenceau.
bridges to be executed by this board Pet. No. 40, San Miguel county,
Custard, lemon, peach, blackberry;
$39.50.
be warded off. For sale by all
grams,
may
to
the
la
'
It said that Monsieur Clemenceau mince, all depend; there is
and the said Missouri Valley Bridge Mexico, having been presented
dealers. Adv.
Herculano Ludi, making bridge, An gario Montoya.
always
who bears the pleasant sobriquet of some doubt as to their
Precinct 15, Las Manuelitas House
e.nd Iron company, for the carrying on board and examined, the same was tonchico, $3.'
manufacture
to
him"the
is
connect
about
BIG
tiger,"
POULTRY SHOW IN BOSTON.
and the
of the concomitants:
of said work, and the clerk is direct- duly approved and filed with the clerk
John H. York, salary, county com of Encarnacion Perea.
self with a new Journal to appear in but with quality
It is not so.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 7. The Boston
apple
pie
Union
Precinct
of
16,
Gua
ed to return forthwith all checks to for record.
blouse
near
the
future.. This return to the pie is itself; it reigns in Its own Apple
$200.
follow missioner,
one
exetc.
of
right:
The
the
Poultry
show,
Reports,
receipts,
premier
the unsuccesful bidders on said bridglimelight from which he had not with- it suggests no doubts; it ia always
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Co., dalupe Ortiz.
hibitions of its kind in the United drawn to any distance,
sub
were
etc.,
reports,
ing
receipts,
occasion
San
Precinct
School
17,
Patricio
such
gives
es,
checks having been depositaafe. Therefore it will be gratifying
part payment on bridge, $750.
States, opened in Mechanics' building for some new stories concerning him. newa that the
ed with the bids, respectively, as re- - mitted to the board and after having
F. R. Guerin, fees, constable, $6.15 House.
apple crop this year la
One
is
of these
that a young mas
in full, the
Dumper. There will be a yield of
Precinct
Mishawaka School today and will continue until the end
IS,
quired by the advertisement calling been examined and read
is ordered that the board do now
It
of the week. Both in the number and applied to him for a place. "Do you 105,000,000 bushels. That will make
same were ordered filed in the office
for same.
know anything about foreign affairs?" about
adjourn until Thursday morning, Oc- House.
sixty pies to every man, woman
of
the
clerk,
J. P. Bond Pablo Vigil Pet. 5. Fe
Precinct 1J, McKinley House of variety of exhibits the show this year asked the tiger. "Yes, monsieur, and child
tober 10, A. D., 1912, at 10 o'clock.
In the country; and thia will
all of its predecessors. Fan- was the answer to which he
eclipses
of
Romero,
Monly
report
Tugenlo
Lucero.
Iliginio
lipe Montoya having heretofore given
modestly give an ordinary piece of pie to everyi
FIDEL ORTIZ,
in
ciers
1912.
of
the
United
many parts
added, "a little." Clemenceau ap- Inhabitant
Precinct 20, San Juan House of
notice to the board that he withdrew treasurer, for September,
Attest:
Chairman.
day in the year.
States and Canada Lave sent their fin- peared greatly astonished. "Ah, truly! Was there every
Statement of poll taxes by treasurer
Jose Antonio Gallegos.
ever a nation bo highly-favore- d
from the official bond of Pablo Vigil,
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
est
Do
know
what
is
the
of
you
of
specimens
question
poultry and pet
that it could have sodIo nia
Precinct 21, Casa Colorada House
jutice of the peace of precinct No. for September 1912.
Thursday, October 10, 1912.
ror every person every day? Thus
probstock to compete for the many valua- - the Orient tne
Statement of liquor licenses by
of
5, San Miguel county, New Mexico,
Sandoval.
Antstacio
c
The board met pursuant to adjourn
politics?" "Yes, nature and enterprise kindly and
able prizes. In addition to the regular lem, and
as a surety thereon, and the board treasurer ,or September, 1912.
Precinct 22, Sablnoso House of
monsieur" Then the tiger turned on bountifully minister
ment.
to the taste of &U
lines
of barn-yarfowl
emthe
show
him. "This is too wearisome. It the people. Ohio State
bein gsatisfied in the premises, the
Receipt No. 8439 from state to coun
Present:
Fidel Ortiz, chairman; Leandro Jimenez,
Journal
braces
a
of
great
display
would
me
pigeons,
much more if you
amus3
clerk is directed to notify said Pa-bPrecinct 23, San Jose House of Ma
ty treasurer for $139.48.
John H. York, county commissioner;
Anand
rare water lowl.
knew nothing at all."
pheasants
Vigil, Justice of the peace, of the deNo. 72, Martin Delgado, Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board; nuel Tafoya.
Receipt
The Going of Ulysses.
other big features is the annual bhow
sire of said surety to withdraw and treasurer, lown of Las Vegas and Fiorentino Montoya,
Precinct
24, La Llendre House of
A Kansas City man said he alw&vst
Interpreter.
Boston Cat club, which is being
of
the
to execute a new bond in order that e.ehol districts Nos. 1 and 4 to counWisdom Worth Heeding.
office boya to any
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, coun Luis R. Tapia.
preferred
held in
such surety may be released.
Precinct 25, Pena Blanca House show. conjunction with the poultry - What is true of men can be true other kind, as he had found them to boi
ty treasurer for $253.63.
ty commissioner.
of women. The realm of achieveRoad arches Forest
unusually sagacious and alert; but he
reserve. A
The record of the proceedings of of Benedicto Duran.
Receipt No. 71, H.C. Smith, treasurment is sexless. The brain is not at discovered
recently that some of thera
communication having been received er, city of Las Vegas and School dis- Tuesday, October 8, A. D. 1912, read,
Precinct 26, Los Alamos House of
its best until you are forty or past are too much so. One day,
PROBE STEAMSHIP COMBINE.
returning
from IiOUis H. Moslman, assistant for- trict No. 2, for $244.45.
L.
Gallegos.
Santiago
A
in a play cried: "Oh, that from a short out of town
approved and signed.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 7. With a we bishop
trip, he went
,
est ranger, notifying this board that Report liquor licenses, Roman
old
were
Precinct
born
San
of
could
Pablo
and
27,
.
die
House
to
Contracts Missouri Valley Bridge
his office and mentioned interrogaview to finding; out whether the carryYou are fulfiling in business tively that
the forest service desires to erect
sheriff for September, 1912.
and Iron Co. J. V. Jenkins, repre- Joso Darlo Atenclo.
Ulysses, his promising astrade between the United States young!"
ing
the bishop's wish. He longed to start sistant was nowhere in Eight,
markers in the form of arches across
Precinct
28,
Chavez House of and its
and tho
Report of license taxes by Manuel sentative and contracting agent for
neighbors to the south la con- the race with experience. That is stenographer
all county roads entering the forest A. Sanchez, assessor for July, 1912; the Missouri
replied that he bud not
Valley Bridge and Iron George Chavez.
trolled by a steamship combine the what you can do, may do, must do. Start shown up.
reserve, to indicate national forest $391.26; August 1912, $605; for Sep Co., being present for the purpose of
Precinct 29, EaBt Las Vegas City house committee on
real race. Count fourteen years
merchant marine the
LLdng up flie last mail ou his desk
boundaries, and asking permission to tember, 1912, $231.25.
a-- the first half, as the learning time, he
entering into certain contracts with Hall.
found a note addressed to him in a
In
today began hearings
to
regards
erect such arches on all county roads
Precinct 30, Canon de Manuelitas
Report of D. R. Murray, justice of the board for the construction of three
the methods and practices of domestic as the warming up time. Begin again. very familiar, broad, verted Land-- ,
Get your second wind. No man is
entering the forest reserve, to indicate the peace precinct No. 29, for July, bridges within said county of San Mouse of Eplfanlo Vigil.
writing.
and foreign steamship lines. Inforwhipped until he takes the count. No
"Dear Mr. Cross," he said, "pleas
national forest' boundaries, and ask- August and September, 1912, fines Miguel, one at Pecos, one at Villa
Precinct 31, Puerteclto House of mation is
to
as
woman has failed until she tells her
sought particularly
ecept my resignation to take effect,
ing permission to erect such arches collected $16.
nueva and one at Azul, in pursuance Nestor Grlego.
the existence of rate agreements or soul she will no longer try. Work and
yesterday. I got a better place with
on all county roads entering the PePrecinct 32, El Pueblo House of combinations with railroads. The
Report of Juan P. Garcia, justice of to bids therefor, having been let at
earn an old lady's home that shall lose work and more pay.
n
RenDeotiveiy
cos national forest within the county the peace Precinct 48, no fines col- a
"ULYSSES S. G. PARKER."
previous meeting of the said board, Antonio Ribera.
traffic was the subject takes tip not be the old ladies' home. Exof San Miguel, and such letter hav lected.
change.
Precinct 33, Los Vigiles House of at the initial hearing.
to the abovei named company,
and
Bills approved. The following bills the district
ing been read in full, upon due con
attorney having made up Manuel Maes.
Dickens In Australia,
sideration thereof and upon motion, and accounts against the county of such contracts and submitted same
Precinct 34, San l3idro House of RHODE ISLAND ELECTS SENATOR
Just the Place for Her.
It is said that when a V
n
It is ordered by the board that the San Miguel, having been submitted to the board, after due examination Ferrain Benvidez.
He bustled Into his home and began leaves old Scotia to make 1. s toi
Providence, R. I., Jan. 7. The
1a
forest service is hereby granted per- and examined, the same are regularly such contracts were
Precinct 35, La3 Gallinas House of RLode Island general assembly met vigorously:
lome other land he eol; es Lid t
signed and or
mission to erect arches on the above approved for payment and the clerk dered filed in
"Now, wife, I want you to go out on with the book cf Robert Bin in' j
Garcia.
Celestino
of
the clerk,
the office
today and organized for the animal a nice farm
and rest for tha summer. nd that the Scot abroad cot
n u",
said roads as above set forth and the is Instructed to issue warrants on the
Precinct 36, Penasco Blanco House session. One of the first matters to I have located
a nice farm out in even better versed in the i: , i
, r
clerk Is Instructed to give notice to treasurer therefor, respectively,
of
Jose F, Sandoval.
be taken up will be the election of a Elizabeth
Contract for Pecos bridge, $9,S35.
township, not too far from the peasant poet than tbo ; i
u
the above named assistant forest
37,
Precinct
El
of
Cerrlto
House
United
me
to
run out"
Contract for Villanueva bridge, $9,States senator to succeed G. Pittsburg for
tms remained at home. Tt 1:.
.,
of the above action of this
Florentino Montoya, Interpreter to 7C2.
"How can I go anywhere for the remarked that the nam
Luciano Quintana.
P. Wet more, who lias declined to be
U
board.
tli EiiK'i&hniua
Precinct 38, Lo8 Torres Houso of come a candidal .o for another term. summmr?" demanded his vUo. "I f-board, $14.
Contract for Azul bridge, $3,215.
have no clotbou."
HiHck IT. S. Rent. 1i
V,'. M. i! u .'.t ,
Dickens,
Ramon Madrid, salsiy, road over-ut-f- end
to
Luis
S.
Tlio
Jr.
Montiino,
bo
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CORNEIL IS ENGAGED BY FIRST CONTEST IN ELKS' BOWLING TOURNAMENT
NOT PARNORMAL UNIVERSITY FOR
TICULARLY BRILLIANT
THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
R.

With the opening of the Normal
Standing of Teams
Entered at tbe poatoffice at East
Won
Pet.
the
Lost
Team
this
following
morning
University
Las Vegas, New Mexico, tor transmi
1
1.000
0
new
vacation
Losey
.the
department
loi through the United States maila holiday
0
.000
0
,
of the school was put in operation Kelly
as second class matter.
.'000
0
de"G.
..0
This
Cornell.
R.
Witten,
by its head,
.000
0
in McWenie
..0
partment will instruct students
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
.000
0
0
E. Hoke
bookkeeping
shorthand,
typewriting,
Daily, by Carrier:
0
.000
0
0 and all other branches needed by Ament
fsr Copy
.000
1
who expect to enter the busi Trumbull .
....0
16
persons
time W.-Mr. Corneil came here
world.
ness
65
One Month
from Taylorsville, Ills., where he was
By a total of 212 pins the Losey
One Year
team
last evening defeated the Trumbusiness
in
the
instructor
department
Daily by Mail
the high school. He occupied that bull team on the Elks' alleys in the
of
One Year
position for several years; when he first game of the recently reorganized
x Months
resigned his department contained 114 Elks' bowling league. The frost evistudents, having grown to that num- dently "got to" the Trumbll team, for,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ber frpm'tlirjee, the enrollment when with the exception of Captain TrumGROWER
bull, the whole team rolled way behe first went to Taylorsville.
One Year
Mr Corneil is bachelor of arts and low the players' average.
Captain
1.00 master of arts
from Northwestern Losey was high man for the three
ilx Months
university. He also holds the degrees strings, having a pinfall of 526 pins,
bachelor of science, bachelor of ac while Captain Trumbull was second
of
(Cash In Advance tor Mail Subscrip- counts and master of accounts. He
high with a total of 470 pins. Foltions)
and
iboth
classes
will
conduct
lowing are the individual team scores:
day
Kemit by draft, check or money
unable
are
who
so
Losey team Losey 526 pins; Harris
thatperons
erdor. H sent otherwise we will not night,
to attend during the regular sessions 347 pins; Anton 416 pins; Rudulph
responsible for losa.
of the Normal may be able to gain a 298 pins; C. W. G. Ward, substitutSpecimen copies free on applica- commercial education. The commer- ing for
Springer, 352 pins, total 2,039
tion.
cial department, having been author pins. Trumbull team Trumbull 470
AT ized by the board of regents, will be pins; w. Hoke iibs pins; Dennis sat)
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
able to issue a certificate or diploma pins; Rosenthal, substituting for
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
277 pins; Dr. Hammond,
to its graduates.
PAID FOR
for C. Danziger, 332 pins, toUpon taking the presidency of the
t
1,827 pins.
tal
three
Normal
years
nearly
University
Advertisers are guaranteed the
H. H. Roberts made
Dr.
Frank
ago
dally and weekly circulation
iargt
YOUTHFUL SLAYER IN COURT.
of the commercial de
In northern New the beginning
vf
newsDaDer
jrr
"
Morris, Minn., Jan.. 7. One of the
He secured the services
partment."
ilea.
of Miss Martha B. .Smith, who acted youngest prisoners ever held on a
and charge of first degree murder in Minas secretary to the president
TELEPHONES
conducted classes in shorthand and nesota was given a preliminary hearMain 2 typewriting.
Miss Smith did effec ing in court here today. He is Olaf
BtSINESS OFFICE...
Main
Kv.wa DEPARTMENT
tive work and aroused a great deal Christopherson, the 16 year old boy
"'
of interest in commercial work. She who is alleged to have confessed to
one the murder of John Kling on Decemremained with the school
TUESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1313.
1910-1ber 18. The boy is said to have shot
rea
of
that
accepting
year,
in the east. Miss and killed Kling, who had befriended
position
sponsible
T. R.'S "ABYSMAiL INFAMY" Smith was so interested in the fu- him, in a fit of momentary anger. It
ture oflhe commercial department ot is expected he will be tried at the
A somewhat excited citizen of Cin
the Norffl&I,. however, that she provid- spring term of court.
cinnati, whose causo lor executive in ed a fund from which prizes are givdignation is not quite apparent, re- en to., proficient students of the de- OKLAHOMA LAWMAKERS MEET.
fers to Colonel Roosevelt's threat to
Oklahoma City, Okla., Jan. 7.
partment ''('
betray the late mikado's personal con
Last year Miss Susie Whitaker suc- Measures of much weight are to be
fluence as "abysmal infamy," says
ceeded. Miss Smith. She has carried brought before the Oklahoma legislathe Kansas City Journal. That is a
for
convened
which
its
today
So
on the work with' great success.
pretty harsh epithet to apply to a much interest has been created in the
'imial session. Chief among the
citizen of tha colonel's prominence. A
commercial department, in fact, that proposals to be considered and acted
much mora, accurate as well as digni
it was found to: e an impossibility pon are the abolition of capital punfied characterization would be to call
for one person to conduct it and do ishment, an appropriation for a new
it typical of the Roosevelt philosophy the work of
state capitol, workmen's compensa
secretary as well. Conof life. While he was serving his
tion, the abolition of a number of the
auto
decided
the regents
countrymen as president he received sequently
state educational Institutions, and Imto
teacher
a
of
thorize
the
employing
tha JS'oblep rize for being the most efconduct the department. Kiss Whit- portant changes in the state's bank
fective peacemaker of the year. He
as secretary to the guaranty law.
i3 credited with bringing about the aker will remain
Further announcement as
.Portsmouth conference and the result-an- t president.
to the classes in the commercial de- PESTS THREATEN SUGAR CANE.
treaty of peace between Russia
partment will be made in the near
Washington, D. C, Jan. 7. A
and Japan.
future.
'".;'
hearing was held at tha department
So far as the world knows, the initiThe work of installing the new of agriculture today to determine the
ative was taken by Russia, which had
metal
.ceilings in the Normal build- advisability of establishing a quaranreceived what the devotees of the genis
ing
n?t quite completed, but it is tine against the plant diseases and intle art of fisticuffs would call "an
the contractor will conclude sect pests that are believed to threatexpected
artistic lacing." In fact, it appeared his
The electric en the south's sugar cane crop, the
labors ' this week.
to the spectators at the ringside that
wiring5 has been remodeled and the principal source of the country's sugthe "knockout' could not be postponis in good condition through ar supply. Should the quarantine be
ed very many rounds and that the buiding
out. Several new students enrolled established It might Include Porto
zar's seconds tossed the towel into
this morning and indications are thaf Rico and the Philippines
tbe ring in order to save their man
the winter and spring terms .ore to
the ignominy of "going down for the
be highly successful.
count" However that may be, Roosevelt is now charged with threatening
MANY ON TRIAL FOR MURDER.
ANNOUNCEMENT
to use the private correspondence be
Jacksonville, Fia., Jan. 7. Never
tween himself and the mikado in orbefore in the history of the circuit
der to prove that the late emperor of court ia this city have there been so
Fe Concert No
Japan was the one who begged for many murder cases on the docket as
peace, Whatever tne tact m mis re- are scheduled for trial at the session
spect may be, most people will agree beginning this week. Sixteen persons,
that it would be exceedingly bad taste including three women, are to be tried
to betray a private confidence merely before the end of January on charges N
THURSDAY, JAN. 9TH.
to add value to a literary contribution. of first
while several
murder,
degree
y
The colonel perhaps feels the neces-eit- others are to be tried for manslaughfor keeping In the limelight, out ter.
Nearly all of the accused men
is
it unfortunate that he cannot find are negroes.
Y. M. C. A. HALL
better methods of thrusting himself
is
There
nothing:
before the public.
LODGE OPPOSES RATE INCREASE
"abysmally infamous" about betraying
Cedar Rapids, la., Jan. 7. "Insurthere
is
but
a dead man's confidence,
members of the Modern Brothsomething Rooseveltianly familiar in gent" of America met here
MISS DOROTHY TEMPLE
erhood
today to
conven
this ruthless disregard of the
courts
the
In
the
a
against
Plan
fight
Incident.
colonel
The
tlooal amenities.
Sopra.no
Increased assessments recently decidally hints at diYe strictures regarding ed
head lodge of the orthe
upon
by
Is
dis
if
he
the Cuban campaign, but
MISS MARY FRENCH
that the opposition
creet he will steer clear of that sub- der, It is expected
will conduct its fight along the same
ject
Pianist & Accompanist
lines that resulted recently in a court
o
i
WoodModern
the
order
restraining
NOTED EDUCATOR 84 YEARS OLD.
Iowa.
in
rates
Jan. 7. Dr. men from raising their
Ana Arbor, Mich.
An
1,
gel
president emeritus
James B.
AT Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
ASSOCIATION MEETS.
of the University of Michigan and MUNICIPAL
C Jan. 7. A large
N,
enToint,
High
the dean of American educators,
here
For Santa Fe Men and
tew-year today, j attendance marked the opening
upon his eighty-fiftof
the
annual
the
of
meeting
Jif Ar rr-- was born in Rhode Island today
Families
association, emits IS29 end is a graduate of Brown Carolina Municipal
I:"fnre coming to Ihe bracing the mayors and other
Wednesday and Thursday
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Mrs. Delia Long Unable to Stand
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Though definite arrangements have
not been made, the funeral of Abra
ham Staab, who died Saturday night
in Pasadena, Calif., likely will be held
tomorrow in Santa' Fe, his home. Mr.
Staab was the father of Mrs. Max
Nordhaus, formerly of this city, and
Juliui Staab, probate judge of Bernalillo county, who is a frequent visitor
to Las Vegas. Other children .are
Mrs. Louis Ilfeld of Albuquerque, Mrs.
Louis Baer of Boston; Arthur Staab
of Oklahoma City, Edward Staab a
successful New York physician, and
Paul Staab of Santa Fe.
A. Staab was born in Westphalia,
on the 27th day of
Germany,
.

Pendergrass, Ga.Mrs. Delia lang,
of this place, In a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agonies with womanly troubles.
a
Often, I couldn't sit up more than
few minutes at a time, and if I stood
on my feet long, I would faint
' I took Cardui, and it helped me imall
mediately. Now, I can do my work
I did.
the time, and don't suffer like
Take Cardui when you feel 111 in any
or under
way weak, tired, miserable,
the weather. Cardui is a strength-buildintonic medicine for women-I- t
has been found to relieve pain ana
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
hand at all times.
Cardui acts on the womanly constitution, building up womanly strength,
toning up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success is flue to
merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardui. He win recommeuu iu

His parents were solid
German stock, and all his forebears
had been merchants. It was natural,
then, that afteT ho had completed his
education in that country he should
take up and" learn thoroughly, the
business of merchandising. In 1858,
struck with the larger possibilities of
the new world, he emigrated to America, landing in New York.
The east 'did not claim him long,
however, for he was minded to get to
the front, where things were new an
life in all its phases moved morb
rapidly. He came west to Santa Fe,
joining to his brother in a partnership
which soon built up a reputation for
integrity and successful business.
Both A. Staab and his brother, Z.
Staab, were men of limited capital,
but they continued the policy for
which they had attained a reputation
and their buusiness prospered amazTen years after their partingly.
nership had been formed they discontinued the retail portion of their business and put all their energies into
the only exclusive Wholesale house in
the then territory of New Mexico. The
success which followed this was similar to that of their earlier business
and soon they were handling goods in
not only New Mexico, but Arizona,
Colorado and even across the Mexican border In the state of Chihuahua.
In 1884 Mr. Staab bought out his
brother's interest, and from that time
until 12 years ago when be retired
from active business, was prominent
in the commiercial life of the state. He
had long been rated one of tbe
wealthiest men of New Mexico, his
fortune being estimated at near
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about what you have to sell.
near your store at the time.
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Perhaps he may not be

But your Electric Sign catches his eye when

he is oear your store.. It reminds him of what you
advertised. He is impelled to enter.

Your Electric Sign is the link between his
desire to have a thing and the act of securing it. Then,
too, think of all the transient ttade your sign will draw.

jur--,

ors had been selected up to 1 o'clock
this afternoon in the trial of Petar
Fort charged with wife murder. The
tojury may not be completed before
morrow noon.

V:)

Employ This Salesman
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman

you can employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 7 Wheat scored a
further advance at' the opening today,
to a shade over
May starting
92
92
to
and after
at
yesterday
'

trade.

The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
low and the expense of maintaining and lighting is
Moall 'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.

92.

selling to
touching 91
were higher, reflecting the
firmness here yesterday and a de
crease in the European visible. Un
easiness was felt as to the Balkan
political situation. Cash demand was
fair.
The close was steady May V
under yesterday at
May corn opened a shade to
and sold to 50.
to 49
up at 49
and
closed
unchanged at
May
steady
Cables

4j

Newspaper advertising imforms the reader

iP"

JURY NOT SECURED.
Pueblo. Colo., Jan. 7. Only six

I

More Effective

Advlaxy Dnt.. Chn:

l

J

Newspaper Advertising

Co.. Chattanooga. Tnn..for
a
book. Horn. TreUB
n4
Women," sent to plain wrapper, on requtH.

JnSZiCtioM,

br

tiuumu oiyus Mdiic

US

p$
615

AND POWER

LIGHT

ii

Douglas Avenue
Kit"--

91.

49.

higher to un33
33
and held
to
at
changed
early within this range.
In provisions the selling of January
lard was the feature. This option
under yesteropened 7 to 2527
day at 9.609.42, but steadied at
the letter level. Other options were
May
pork
comparatively steady.
opened unchanged at $18.22; May
to $9.80
down at $9.82
lard
and May ribs 5 cents lower at $9.72
The closing quotations were:
Wheat. May 91; July 89; Sept
May oats opened

57

Staab married in 1869. His 88.
Corn, May 49; July 50; Sept.
bride was miss duna scnuster, a na
tive of Germany. To them were born 51.
seven children.
Oats, May 33; July 33; Sept.
Mr. Staab held several offices of 33.
Pork, Jan. $17.60; May $18.07.
public trust, though none of profit.
Lard, Jan. $9.45; May $9.72.
He was secretary cf the commission
Ribs, Jan. $9.60; May $9.65.
which had charge of the rebuilding
of the state capitol and has done
much else for the benefit of the com
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
munity in which he lived.
New York, Jan. 7. Tho bear party
At Santa Fe, where Mr. Staab had
made his home for upwards of 56 received a check at the outset today
years, he maintained a magnificent in the failure of the London market
to reflect yesterday's weakness here,
residence.
quotations abroad showing general
KENTUCKY CORN SHOW OPENS.
improvement. The1 whole market openLexington, Ky., Jan. 7. With a rec ed strong and efforts of shorts to cov
display
representing er lifted the representative stocks manearly every county of the state, the terially. There was a halt in the
third annual corn crops show of the urgent liquidation of minor stocks and
Kentucky Corn Growers' association trading in these issues was limited to
opened today at the Kentucky College comparatively small amounts, with
of Agriculture. The show will con- the exception of Beet Sugar, which
tinue three days, during which time fell to 36, a new low level for the
there will be daily lectures by noted decline.
soil experts and other agricultural
Traders took a more favorable view
scientists.
of the prospect of the Harrlman
stocky .fallowing yesterday's ruling
CHRISTMAS IN GREEK CHURCH.
by the supreme court, and both Union
New York, Jan. 7. Thousands of and Southern Pacific developed marl'.-eRussians, Greeks and Ruthenians instrength. Bonds were steady.
cluded in the polyglot population of
Earlier advances were shaded afthe metropolis held their celebration ter prices of some pf tho
specialties
of Christmas today in accordance with began to crumble. Beet Sugar went
the Greek church and Russian calen- down almost four points to
35,
dar. Religious services of an elabo- Western Maryland one and the prerate nature were conducted in the ferred four.
Russian St. Nicholas cathedral in
Tbe chill the market received from
street.
East Ninety-seventthe development of weakness in certain specialties put a restraint on genWOMEN'S DEMOCRATIC LEAGUE
eral trading, but there was no presWashington, U. rj., Jan. 7. The sure of stock. Leading issues ruled
Womens' National Democratic league, from
to one above yesterday's
of which Mrsi Woodrow Wilson Is the close,
The market closed strong. Beet
honorary president, began its first
annual convention In this city today, sugar went to its lowest figure which
with headquarters at the New Wlilard stiffened appreciably In the late dealhotel. The sessions will continue over ings. Amalgamated was especially
tomorrow and Thursday.
strong and sold at 79.
The last sales were:
CEMENT USERS' CONVENTION.
Amalgamated
.
1 vt
Copper
Mason City, Ja Jim. 7.- - The an- American Sugar ....
.116
nual convention of the National
Atchison ,
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ALTHOUGH
greatly reduced, our popular
lines are Btill complete, such as
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SALE OF TIMBER, Albuquerque,
M., December 30, 1912.
Sealed
bids marked outside "Bid, Timber

AN

Wallace Tipton of Watrous was a
ARE
MANUFACTURERS
viistor in town yesterday and today. PARIS
REPRESENTED AT MEETING .
Alfredo TrjjiSio of V citrous arrived
OF HOUSE COMMITTEE
the most popular suits in the
in town last evening and was a visit'
world today, because of tne peror here today, ,
,
'
7. Manufacturing
fect way In which they fit and
Antonio Archuleta, the well known Washington, Jan.
to San Francisco
cover the form and because of
Paris
interests
from
proprietor of the Valley hotel at
demothe
actuated
the satisfactory way In which
contemplated
by
visitor in town today.
tariff were repthey stand the test of wash
H. 'j'.;. Tompkins1, of Albuquerque ar- cratic revision of the
and wear.
rived in town ''last evening and will resented today at the second hearing
on the chemical schedule before the
,be a visitor here for several days.
MUNSINGWEAR always
house ways and means committee.
is
who
L.
Howard
Bickley,
Attorney
gives complete satisfaction.
The
hearings are to continue until
of the Raton National
DODD
31, the time being divided beshoes
DOROTHY
bank, was a business visitor in town
tween
the tariff schedules taken up
$3.50 to J4.25.
today.
in
sequence.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess returned
HOLE PROOF hose, guaranis keeping the witlast evening from Sant.a Fe where he The committee
teed for six months.
nesses
as
closely as possible to their
has been spending several days on
allotted
time,
allowing tach 15 minutes
HENDERSON corsets.
business.
,"
for
arguments,
uninterrupted
headway
A. J. Thuli, president and manager
followed by a more or less close exof the Watrous Mercantile companj
amination by the committee.
THE POPULAR PRICE STORH
of Watrous, was a business visitor in
Failure of a witness to appear ai
town today.
Hoffman & Graubarlli
the
appointed time forfeits his right
W. J. Stehle, representative of the
to
though one is permitted to
speak,
Morris Packing company of AlbuquerAgents for the NEW IDEA
file a supplemental brief. The plan
que, is in town on his regular weekly
10c Patterns.
of Chairman Underwood is to get
business trip.
104.
Main
Telephone
with the hearings as expediMiss Katherine Moore of Galesburg, through
as
is consistent with the pol
tiously
111., arrived In town last evening and
all interested an opof
icy
allowing
will spend5 the' remainder of the winvtews.
to
present
portunity
Mr.
and
of
Miss May Ross returned last even- ter months, here, the gest
Mrs. Peter. Murphy.
LEGISLATORS SEE PICTURES.
ing from Albuquerque where she has
D. MacCuirdy, representative in New
Denver,' Jan. 7. Members of the
been a visitor for the past week.
Corres- nineteenth
Mexico of the International
general assembly were enC. S. Chrlstofferson and B. F. Cook
of
Pa., ar- tertained today with moving pictures
schools,
Scranton,
pondence
and
of Ribera arrived this afternoon
rived in town last evening from Al of the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition
will be visitors here for several days.
buquerque, where his headquarters 's staged in the house of representatives
W. E.' Martin, a land man from
located, and will be a business visitor chamber. A recess of more than an
Kansas City, arrived In town last here for several
days.
hour was taken shortly after 11
evening and will be a business visitor
Mrs.' Fannie Darling of New York o'clock to witness the pictures. Prior
here for several days.
City is in town visiting her sister, to this the factions of the democratic
Paul Jones of Logan, editor and Mrs. Perry Onion. Mrs. Darling Is mak- and the
republican senators held seppublisher of the Logan Leader, arriv ing an extended trip and is visiting arate caucuses In an effort to seted in town last evening and will bo her 11 brothers and sisters, who are tle
the question of a president pi o
a visitor here for several days.
located ,in various parts of the coun- tem of the senate, but without anMr. and Mrs. Michael Purcell, who try. From La Vegas Mrs. Darlirvi nounced results. At the conclusion
were visitors In town for the week will go to Los Angeles, Calif.
of the picture exhibition both houses
Rev. Father Francis A. O'Connor of took a recess until 2:30 this afterend, the guests pt Mr. Purcell's brother, Pat Purcell, left last evening for Louisville, Kyi, who has been spend- noon.
their home In Colorado Springs.
ing the fall and early 'winter months
JOHNSTON TAKES OATH.
Mrs. T. A. Williams and child ar- at St. .Anthony's sanitarium, will leave
Kerrville,
Washington, Jan. 7. Colonel R.
rived in town last evening from their tembiyoWj afternoon for
home in La Junta, Colo., and will re- Texas", where he plans to spend the M. Johnston pf Houston, Texas, today
side here permanently, making their remainder of .the winter months. In took the oath of office as a senator
home with Mr. Williams at the PlazA the spring Father O'Connor plans to from Texas to succeed Joseph W.
return" to his home In Louisville.
Bailey.
hotel.
MUNSING UNION SUITS

.

Sale Application, November 15, 1912,
Pecos" and addressed to the District
Forester, Forest Service, Albuquerque,
N. M., will be' received up to and Including the 7th day of February, 1913,
for all the merchantable dead timber
standing or down and all the live timber marked for cutting by a Forest
officer, located qn an area to be definitely designated by a Forest officer
before cutting begins, including about
1520 acres In approximately Sees. 29,
30, 31, and 32, Tp. 17 N., R. 13 E.,
N. M. P. M. on the watershed of the
Cow creek, within the Pecos National
Forest, estimated to re 3,235,000 feet
B. M. of Western Yellow Pine, Dong-la- s
Fir, White Fir and Limber Pine
sawtimber, more or less. No bid of
less than $2.50 per M. feet B. M.
will be considered and a deposit of
f500 must be sent to the First National Bank, Albuquerque, N. M., for
each bid submitted to the District
Forester. Timber upon valid claims
is exempt from sale. The right to reject any and all bids is reserved. For
further information governing sales
address Forest Supervisor, Fecos National Forest, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Allen S. Peck, Acting District Forester.

.
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INTEREST IN TARIFF

1

JANUARY 7, 1913.

Statement of the Condition of The Peoples Bank & Trust
Company of Las Vegas, New Mexico, at the Close
of Business, December 31, 1912.

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

Loans

.$139,589.40

.

Stocks
Furniture and Mixtures..,
Cash and sight exchange
Over Drafts
Bonds,

."

2,700.03

.

1,00000

.

41,366.20

bu'U

'i

$107,140.00

Profits,, less current
penses paid

2,16.82

Deposits

77,343.72

7.---

Persons troubled with partial paralysis are oPen very much benefited
the affected parts
by massaging
thoroughly when applying Chamberlain's Liniment. This liniment also
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

LTlI I

'

'

i

8:.42

$18

"

THE ABOVE STATEMEMT IS CORRECT

J'SO. IV. HARMS,

President.

r
TRYING TO EVOLVE

Rhode Island general assembly met
today and organized for the annual
session. One of the first matters to
be taken up will be the election of a
United States senator to succeed G
?. Wetmore, who ha3 declined to be
come a candidate for another term.
The republicans have a substantial
majority in each branch of the legis
lature and there is little doubt that
their candidate, Judge LeBaron B
Colt of the United States circuit court
of appeals, will be elected senator.
Labor and railroad measures are expected to consume much time during
the session.

398.70

.

burg, New Tork bankers; Vicitor
a writer, and Leslie M. Bhaw,
former secretary of the treasury.
Money Trust Hearings
The house money trust committee
got far enough Into the stock market
affairs of the California Petroleum
company today to develop testimony
that 25 officers of national banks in
New York, Chicago, Detroit and Milwaukee participated In a; syndicate
formed to market its shares at a profit of ?50,000. None was required to
.r.
:,
put up any money.
When the committee tried to draw
from George G. Henry of the t New
Vork firm of Solomon and "Company,
who was giving testimony, the names
of the banks and their 'officers,
it
struck a snag and the question of the
commlttteefs power to Inquire into
the business of national banking associations was raised again. '
,
Mr. Henry flatly declined to give
the names and read into the tecbrds
Mor-awet-

RHODE ISLAND ELECTS SENATOR
Providence, R. I., Jan.

'

ex-

$184,882.42

CURRENCY

SYSTEM

HOUSE
TESTIMONY
SEVERAL BANKERS

BY HEARING

BEGINS
OF

Washington, Jan. 7. Seeking to
evolve a new curre cy system plan
to be recommended to congress as a
substitute for the one proposed by
i. I
aunn4-imiAnmTnlrinlnn
ii
we national
niuc"7 tumtivu,
of
the
the house com- mitee on banking and currency today
began a series of pblic hearings that
probably will contine several weeks.
Bankers and financal experts from
all parts of the country have been in
vited to give their riews. Those who
were to be heard today Included A.
Barton Hepburn and Paul M. War
1

'
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.

Capiital

i

i
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.

I
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his reasons In the form of a statement prepared by former Senator J.
C. Spooner, which set out that the
committee was acting outside Its authority in that line of questioning.
Chairman Pujo assured Mr. Henry
that the investigators would recommend to the full committee and the
house that he be held in contempt
but the witness was firm in hia determination not to answer.
Samuel Untermeyer pressed
the
witness closely for his opinion of the
propriety of national bauk or their
officers which migh.t foe called upon to
make loans upon a stock, taking an
interest in a syndicate for Its marketing, but Mr. Henry protested he saw
nothing objectionable In such an
'
'
Stephen Powers, superintendent of
the Agua Pura company, left last
evening for La Junta, Colo., where he
will spend several days on business.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
'OB
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Every Overcoat in our Store, ranging in price from $15.00 to $28.00 will
go during this Sale for

MEWS SUITS TO BE "SLAUGHTERED

Everything in the House will go at this Great Suit Sale. Many Suits
that sell regularly for $18.00 to $25.00 will be found in the stock, and they
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Heavy reductions in all lines.
You

can save money by buying

now for next winter.
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of cioea
and Avowed Die-- c
Are Never the
of Companion in Life.

c Crucriilere
r - '.ei For'

Et

The chronic grumbler is not a good
companion nor in any way au admirable person. We fly from her as from
a contagious disease. Nothing go cer- i&iulj feuetLB one'B Spirit an being ill
the constant company of a person
who has a grievance.
The cherishing of discontent with
war circumstances, business, dress, or
t!y other thing in life soon robs us
f beauty and marks the countenance
with the lines of worry and 111 temper
that tell their own unhappy story.
Why anybody who is young should Indulge In grumbling as a pastime is one
of the puzzles that never is solved, yet
such people there are, and we meet
them to our sorrow almost every day.
If they happen to be passengers on
a railway train they pile their bags
tuid bundles on an extra seat for which
they have not paid, are conveniently
blind to the weariness of other passengers who are standing, and assume the
aspect of martyrs when the conductor
courteously but peremptorily informs
them that they must make room.
They object to having the windows
open, although the air may be loaded
ith Impurities from the congestion
bf the crowd; they scold and fret at the
throng or the conductor and rail at
iProvidence In general because everything In life Is not arranged with a
riew to their comfort

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SLUM
Society Can Not Ignore Its Share of
Blame When the Facts Are
Brought to Light of Day.

HAVE U0 REED CF THOUGHT
All

Is That
They Shall Be Sure of Getting
Enough to Eat

That Troubles Eikimo

Where the physical struggle for life
is at its keenest as it Is among the
Eskimos, the years glide by free from
the more subtle cares and worries of
tne civilized man. The Eskimo does
not count the days and keeps no record of time. All his thoughts are centered on hunting.
Once I asked an Eskimo who seemed
to be plunged In reflection, "What are
you thinking about?"
He laughed at my question, and
Baid, "Oh, it Is oply you white men
who go in so much for thinking! Up
here we only think of our flesh-pits- ,
and whether we have enough for the
long dark of the winter. If we have
meat enough, then there is no need to
think. I have meat and to spare!"
I saw that I had insulted bim by
crediting him with thought.
On another occasion I asked an unusually intelligent Eskimo, Panigpak,
who had taken part in Peary's last
North Polar expedition:
"Tell me, what did you suppose was
the object of all your exertions?
What did you think when you Baw
the land disappear behind you and
you found yourself out on the drifting
"Think?" said Panigpak, astonished.
not need to think. Peary did

"I did

that!"

Eating becomes the great thing with
the Eskimos. I once excused myself,
when paying a visit 'with the plea that
I bad already eaten and bad bad
enough. I was laughed at, and the
answer I received was:
"There thou talkest like a dog!
Dogs can be stuffed till they are satis-fle-d
and can eat no more; but people
people can always eat!" Knud
Rasmussen, in The People of the Polar
North.

fiOTED LAVA CAVE

IN

HAWAII

Tunnel Made by Overflow of Molten
Rock Discharged by Mount
Mauna

Kea.
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Stones of the Coliseum Immortalise
Today the Triumphs of a Christianity That Lives.
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Christianity Is crystallized in the
Kilo, Hawaii. A short distance
from the town of Hllo, the capital ol Coliseum and Bt Peter's. In the
Hawaii, which is the largest island of former by the triumphs of the
martyrs; in the latter, by the dedicath a Hawti(
Tfon
srcbipslsgc. Is
derful lava tunnel, called by the na- tion of art to the Worship of God.
tives the Cave of Kaumanu. Through writes Bishop Gilmour.
Come with me along the Via' Sacra,
this tunnel, which has an average
width of 20 feet, flowed the stream mat the Forum and the Arch of Titus.
of molten rock discharged from Mt j hut a step, and we are at the Colithe Celian
jauna tt.ea, wnicn, nara by, rears it- seum, pressed in between
self to a height of 13,000 feet. It is and Palatine hlila, the Arch of Conof Venus.
likely that the torrent originated high stantino and the Temple
moon
has risen,
we
As
the
enter,
up the mountain, and, as the surface
of the lava grew cold, the molten giving a weird appearance to the
stream sped on beneath, to emerge scene, as wo see its shadows flit, dislower down as a fiery geyser, spread- - solve and lose themselves amid the
i arches of this mighty ruin. Amid
lng ruin on all sides.
To reach Kaumanu the traveler i broken arch and column and vaulted
leaves the town by the main road, corridor, terrace rises upon terrace
till the blood curdles and the hair
Etands on end. Memory is busy and
hurries ns back to when Christian
martyr and gentle maid stood within
the vast arena to die for Christ.
The emperor is there; the nobility
of Rome is there; tier upon tier is
densely packed; the wild beasts paw
their cages, impatient for the feast;
one hundred thousand voices shout
"The Christians to the lions!" A
spring, a growl, a quiver and another
hero has gone to God. Every brick,
and stone, and grain of sand In this
mighty ruin has been sanctified by the
' blood shed there. Here a Fellcltas
:
and Perpetua, a Cyrlacus and Pancras
?
died; here Rome brutalized herself,
and within these walls strove to crush
'
si''
WiWWWse.jeiie
v (f "''
out truth.
Here Pagan Rome fell and Christian Rome rose. The blood of the mar,
:v,r: ;
tyrs was the seed of the church.

Children work out their destiny
along the lines of environment If
two Infants, one born In a slum hovel
and the other in. a palace, were exEntrance to Cave of Kaumanu From
changed on. the day of birth, each
the Sea.
Would work out his destiny in accor- MEETING WITH ROBERT BARR
dance with Mb surroundings. The
London
Field. Three milet
the
says
(child of the hovel would grow up to
of a Couple to Cologne Was oiir bfds of lava begin to be encounJourney
the palace. The child of the palace
tered on every hand. It is 30 years
Materially Enlivened by the
iwould remain, on. the level of the slum
Novelist
since the flow ceased, and vegetatiovel.
tion
is now beginning to cover the
While a noted physician was making
I have a pleasant recollection of area of destruction. The route folthese statements before a body of Robert
Barr, the popular novelist lows the edge of the lava beds for
Searned colleagues, a Jury In Chicago
whose death was recently announced, a distance of about 20 minutes' walk,
found three boys, aged consecutively writes a woman
correspondent of the and then turns across the scattered
Seventeen,
eighteen and nineteen London Chronicle. A relative and I array of hummocks to where, a hunyears, guilty of murder and convicted were traveling some years since in dred
yards further on, is the entrance
them to long terms In prison. The
and took the water way to to the cave or tunnel. The view from
Germany,
Their
were
all slum products.
elayers
Cologne. Among the numbers of brod-che- this point is extensive and varied.
outh saved them from banging.
devouring and beer drinking pas- There Is the blue expanse of the PaSociety cannot afford to wax sentl-jnenton the little steamer I noticed cific, perhaps dotted with vessels maover a murderer because of bis sengers
man with an eager expression, king for the harbor, or Japanese "powa
one,
youth. Its duty, in
was distinguished by his abstin- er" sampans returning from a night's
fs to inflict punishment A part of who,
ence and by his absorption in the fishing. The smoke to the right asthis
duty, however,
of the Rhine. I got cends from Kilauea's mighty crater,
Is to prevent the growth of murderers. passing scenery
Into
conversation
by chance with the and the scene is completed leftwards
to
so
far as society allows slums
In
whole route to by the
the
and
summit of Mauna
observer,
exist p.nd other degrading Influences
moment made Kea. But the special object of the
was
from
that
Cologne
to be fostered, It Is not without
a living reality to me by the man's trip is to see what lies below. The
responsibility for the criminal.
comment
storekeeper who lives near will supThe following day we decided to con- ply
torches for five
tinue our Journey, and again we chose cents each, and no farther outfit Is
Wanted Woman.
For a good many years now all the transit steamer, and again we met really required for the trip undercivilized nations have had the census, the man of recollection and observa- ground, though there are some dainin order to determine scientifically the tion. I tried, by conversational open- ty mortals who bring a suit of overapproximate conditions of population ings, to discover his Identity, but he alls. The torches are Joints of bamat home and throughout the world. heeded none, continuing to pour out boo filled with c '1, In which is a primSome of the statistics relating to the a flood of history and legend of the itive wick, and they prove most effecIorportions of the sexes In different Rhine. At length the time of parting tive. The opening to the tunnel Is
came. With a sweep of the arm, shrouded by a thicket of scrub. A
jparts are Interesting.
The total population of the world is which included my companion and my- wooden ladder leads down to the floor,
estimated to be 1,700,000,000, and the self, be said: "I shall hope to see a distance of perhaps 25 feet Rows
proportion 13 said to be 1,000 men and you when you return from this, the of diminutive stalactites hang from
Journey of your lives," and handed the roof, glittering in their youth, for
390 women.
The proportion varies considerably me a card, on which was inscribed they are hardly more than 20 years
"I
according to the region. In Europe the name of Robort Barr. I don't old and in the formative stage. The
stbere are, for each 1,000 men, 1,027 wo think we can call together," replied, sides of the passage are smooth and
while I live in London, my sometimes damp, but the floor is
Bien; In Africa, 1,045; In America, "for
901; in Asia, 961; in Australia, 937. brother's home is in the north, and I scored and rough.
A distance of three miles can be
The maximum feminine population seldom catch sight of him on his day
trips to town." "Your brother," covered with the help of the torch,
Sa In Uganda, where there are 1,467
women to each 1,000 men, and the replied the editor of the Idler, "then but care is needed where the tree
minimum In the1 gold countries of why the deuce do you both have new rots thrust themselves through the
roof of the tunnel. The presence of
.Alaska and In Malaysia, where there luggage?"
these pendant roots Indicates that the
are found only 391 and 589 women,
surface of the lava bed Is only a few
.
respectively to each 1,000 men. HarSomewhat-Miles
Ninety
feet above, and Judiclocs blasting
Weekly.
pers'
A traveler waiting for a train in would
usefully provide another enS.
observed
a
venerable,
Greenville,
C,
trance near the beautiful Rainbow
white bearded gentleman sauutering Falls. In places crawling has to be
Encouraging Generosity.
One of the cleverest of Cleveland's along the platform, whose appearance resorted to, but a few strokes of a
Srtind newspaper merchants takes bis Invited conversation. He approached pickax would doubtless remove the
Stand daily at one of the corners of the dignified, kind faced southerner necessity for even stooping.
fhe public square. He's got a sar- with the customary salutation of
"Good morning, colonel, do you live
castic little sign that reads:
OFFICER KEEPS SELF WARM
"Don't be ashamed to give me a here?" "Yes, sah." "Engaged in
I
am
a
growing cotton?" "No, sah,
penny I'm blind."
After harvesting his Policeman Covers Standing Place In
The other day a friend of ours statistician."
Order to Avoid Cold In
Cropped a nickel in front of this chap. crop of local statistics, I asked him
Winter.
was
He
to
how
It
was
Atlanta.
The
far
replied
faking.
Just to see if he
blind never shifted his blank gaze, that it was about ninety miles, when
St. Louis. Patrolman R. O. Ely. a
a young man who was standing near
bat he said:
"Make it a quarter, boss, and I'm interposed: "Oh, no, uncle, It is more nember of the traffic squad In East
'an ninety miles." The old gentleman St. Louis, Is taking no chances on getSlkely to forget myself." Cleveland
stroked his beard meditat'vely for a ting cold feet In winter. On the spot
Plain Dealer.
dimoment, shifted his quid and said: where he has to stand in order to
Is an Iron
there
rect
vehicles,
some-wha- r'
passing
miles
it's
"Waal, Jack,
ninety
One Can Write In the Dark.
whar's that place anyway, manhole. The iron plate made an
Ideal place from which to signal in
A novelty is a penholder permitting Jack?"
one to write In the dark, since it is
lummer, but with the cold weather the
sheet of iron became cold, so did the
provided with an electric light. The
English "Society."
tube through which the point of the
patrolman's foot So he has made at
Tbere are three classes of society his own expense a rubber and fiber
pencil goes is fitted with a small accumulator and an electric lamp. The In England the aristocrats, who are Jacket, and has obtained permission
tatter throws a disk of light over the bartarians; the middle class, who are to cover the manhole with the nonpoint where the writing Is being done. ph'.listines, and the dregs of society, conductor of cold.
This luminous pencil has been in- who are nothing at all. It Is a funny
vented for the use of doctors, re- thing that the late King Edward, who CATHOLIC WOMEN TO BUILD
porters, detectives, etc., whose work had all the vices of the aristocrats,
necessitates the taking of notes In the was beloved by the middle class, and
Plan to Erect a Church Near
tre' and In darkness. Harper's that bis son, King George, who has They
at Washington To
University
all the virtues of the middle class, is
Weekly.
Be Finished In a Year.
despised by the aristocrats. He and
the queen are always spoken of as
Washington. Catholic women of the
Was Misquoted.
George and the Dragon.
United States have banded together for
The king of the hobos slouched Into
the erection of a church at the Caththe office of The Daily Bread to make
olic university. The movement was
His Chops.
complaint
undertaken when the necessity for a
"Ya th' editor?" he asked.
two
I
ordered
lamb church
"Hera, waiter,
building at the university was
"Yea."
chops and can't find but one."
and the women devotees
discovered
"in yore paper this mornln" you said
"Let me see, sir. Quite true. Ah,
tl made a talk to th' boys last night I remember now. I passed the open refused to permit men to contribute to
will furnish the
m How to lie at Work All th' Time.' " door an' th' drawft must have llowed the fund. They
'
KiQUpy, and alo have a voice in the
"Well?"
It away, sir."
style of building to be erected.
"You got it wrong. Th ubj..k of
"liring tnrt anotbur waiter, and this
The structure will conform with the
i
f h Ik
'How to limit Work I oim
a ,t
don't Mi;' t tlfj windshield tnd architecture in rofiie at the unlvur-M'tI Wfllit it c'lt'li-d- ,
ii Hi' 'I iiH'..'
!t,"
ttiu mfti'y
;);vlififj 'i)o
Btid It Is l)i'
build4 tliht
!) "
,!, ,,.(. t. That'
'i nil r.
ing will b
i)jln!i l!t,iu a jfftar,
r

!
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GOOD WORD FOR THE OYSTER

Lancet Always Pessimistic,
Comes Forward With a Surly
Meed of Praise.

London

Tft'E OPT.IC
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D REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAI NAELE ALWAY3 HANDLED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular
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TISEMENTS

W. AL,

third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
kKrtkerB cordially in- -'
vited.
m. p. Mills,
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
v

vF

cents per line eaen Insertion LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-No ad to occupy less spaoe than two
uar conclave eec a Tnes-da-y
llnea. All
advertla merits charged
in eacb month at Mawill be booked at apace actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
without regard to number of word a
Kinkel, E. C; Cnas. Tamme,
Cash In advance preferred.
Five
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CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY-

MASONS

Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

t.

DORADO

LODGE

.

NO.

1

KNIGHTS OF P
THIAS Meets
ery Monday eve
to
Castle
ning
Hall.
Vlsitlaf
Knights ar cordi
ally invited. Cbaa
Liebachner, Chancellor Commander
Harry Martin. Keeper of Records
and Seal

a&d

frjS

ADVER-

CLASSIFIED

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

.

CHAPMAN

FtR

AD

SHORT ORDERS AN
THIS

RATES

IIESTA2BANT

LOBBY

TEE

F- -

O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordi-a!!invited to attr4. A. M. Adler.
President: E. C. Ward, Secretary

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evenine eac
month at W. O. W. Hall, visitinj
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W. Honf, Dictator,
J. Tbornhln
Secretary.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S Meets first and third Fridays
LOCAL
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
JiMECAKi)
Worthy Matron; James O.
EAST BOUND
Worthy Patron; Mrs. GeorWANTED To buy good pool table.
Arrive
ge Tripp, Secretary.
Phone Main
Depart
Address D. J. Cassidy, Mora, N. M.
329. 120 Grand avenue.
No. 2
9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m.
No. 4.:. .11:05 p. m.... .11:05 p. m.
2:05 a. m
FRATERNAL
2:10 a. m.
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 8
102 Mees every Monday Usbt at Xo. 10.... 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue,at
BOARD and room, 710 Grand avenue.
8 o'clock.
WEST BOUND
are
Visiting
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring, No. 1... 1:20 p. m... . 1:45 p. m.
FOR RENT Furnished fiat strictly
president; J. T. Bublor secretary; No. 3... 6:10 a. m... . 6:15 a. m.
modern.
511 Ninth street
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
No. 7... 4:20 p. m.... - 4:30 p. m.
No. 9... 6:35 p. m
. 7:00 p. m.
FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts.
MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

Wanted

Rut-ledg-

For Rent

When the lancet, representative of
the medical profession of Great
"Britain, says anything good about anything, it is listened to with emotions
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
of mingled surprise and respect
VITOKXEYJi
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Some one has remarked that every FOR RENT Two room
furnished
dison
he
Lancet
the
he
the
time
second and fourth Fridays
picked up
house, 921 Lincoln.
HUNKER & HUNKER
covered he was doing something right
of eacb month at 8 p. m. C. H.
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkei
along, or taking something that was FOR RENT
Stewart, Consul; G. Lacmmle, Clerk.
Nicely furnished front
Attorneys-at-Lasurely killing him. It has a good word
Visiting members are especially Las Vegas.
room,
location.
Apmodern,
good
when
New Mexlo.
at
the
time
for the oyster Just
welcome and c6rdially invited.
ply J, Optic.
that apparently innocuous edible is
exciting the scrutiny of our always
feverish advisers, the bacteriologists. FOR RENT For Elks only, a few J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54 1
DENTISTS
This distinguished, if usually alarmist
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
choice rooms in the New Elks'
authority declares that the oyster Is
CLIFFORD PLEW
Home
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
a "tonic of the first order, and a comRoom 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Dentist
rooms
of Temple Montefiore at 8
plete food, most beneficial to weakResidence Telephone
Olive 546J
m.
o'clock
brothers
are
whom
p.
ened patients and those in
Visiting
Office
Main S7
Telephone
Isaac Appel,
appetite Is deficient." Clinical results
cordially invited.
of a most favorable nature are rePresident; Charles Greenclay. Sec
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
ported where oysters are given to FOR SALE Grey horse and brown
retary.
Crockett Building.
persons suffering from tuberculosis.
horse at Chafin's livery stable on
If oysters are iiyjicated for the diet
Main Hi
Office Telephone
2
10
m.
at
to KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNFriday, January
p.
of persons in the state described, they
House Telephone
Main 165
highest bidder for cash. Proceeds
must be wholesome for the rest of us.
CIL NO. 804-M- eets
second and
to
There was never any doubt about
mortgagee. C. A. McMillan, Auc
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
DR. F. R. LORD
tioneer.
this, of course, before nervous bacPioneer building.
Visiting mem- Will be associated witra Dr. Clifford
us
fill
to
full
of
teriologists sought
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Plew indefinitely.
fear instead of oysters. He was a
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
brave man who first ate one raw,
PIONEER BUILDING.
according to the philosopher of the
Office Telephone
Main 57
breakfast table; and now the bacI. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Residence Telephone
Main 418
teriologists challenge our courage.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
The Lancet's commendation should
their
hall on Sixth street All visithelp to sustain timid souls at this
When you want a reliable medicine
crisis. Providence Journal.
ing brethren cordially invited to at- for a cough or cold take Cahmber
tend. J. D. Friedenstine, N. G.; Iain's Cough Remedy. It can always
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood. be depended upon and is pleasant and
The Angelus.
iaSayf
Karl Wertz, Treasurer; safe to take. For sale by all dealers.
Secretary;
I've been reading a life of Millet
Adv.
C.
V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
PETER P. MACKEL
and was struck with his poverty at
"The
he
time
the
Angelus."
painted
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crider, Mo, had
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
When one considers bow the pictures
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and been troubled with sick headache for
lardwood
Finishing, Paper Hanging
may now be found in countless homes
fourth Tuesday evening of sacb about five years, when she began takand Glazlnt
in this and every country, it seems
month Elks home on Ninth street ing Chamberlain's Tablets. She has
Incredible that Millet bad trouble sellEstimates Cheerfully Given,
taken two bottles of them and
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- have ?ured her. Sick headache theyis
hesiing the original. All his clients
eat Side Placa
Old Town
ers are cordially invited. P. D. Mc caused
tated, until at last a Belgian diplomat
by a disordered stomach for
was persuaded Into buying it. About
Elroy, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- which these tablets are especially inthis time Millet wrote, "We have wood
tended. Try them, get well and stay
don, Secretary.
.vll. So'd by all dealers. Adv.
only for one or two days. They will
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
not give it to us without money." Better times were ahead, however, and
General Repairing
the wonderful pictures eventually
ICTTTRE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
brought Millet at least a living. He 20 Sixth St
East Las Vegas.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
20c per 100 lbs.
is said to have named "The Angelus"
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
25c per 100 lbs.
in this way: A friend was looking at
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
30c per 100 lbs.
it for the first time. "What do you
AutomobileCarriajje &
think of it?" said Millet. "I hear the
50 lbs. to . 200 lbs., Each Delivery.
40c per 100 lbs.
bells ringing. It is the Angelus!"
G
Less than 5d lbs., Each Delivery
50c per 100 lbs.
was the immediate answer. "It is
N. 0. HERMAN
Indeed!" said Millet "I am contented.
You understood it" New York Press.
w
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She Was Doing Press Work.
A young woman who was acting as
newspaper correspondent at a fashionable hotel did not consider herself a reporter and never referred to
herself as such. In talking with one
of the wotnen guests she spoke of doing "press work" for the hotel.
The woman hesitated a moment,
then said: "Don't you find it hard?"
The girl, thinking how much lu ;
her little typewriter had been, replied:
"Oh, no, I have a machine."
Another pause, then the bewildered
guest put her question: "Do you do
the work in your room or in the
laundry?"
The young woman Is trying now to
make up her mind Just what shs had
better call herself.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Grand Ave

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

NOTICE.
May Concern:

To vVhom It
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Frank Roy, the undersigned, was appointed on the 30th
day of December, A. D. 1912, administrator of the estate of Frank Xavler
Cayot deceased, and all persons bav-lnclaims against the estate of said
Frank Xavler Cayot, deceased, will
PTesent the same within the time prescribed by law.

n

-

a

a

Are Best

Market Finders

FRANK ROY,

Administrator.

troubled with partial paralysis are of'en very much benefited
by massaging
the affected parts
thoroughly when applying Chamberlain's Liniment. This liniment also
Heard Wrong.
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
"So Jessie Jejune is going to marry all
dealers. Adv.
Bibber?"
Billy
-that?'
of
think
do
Yes what
you
Here Ik a remedy that will cure your
"I hear that Bhe and Billy had a cold.
Why waste time and money exlot of trouble getting her father's
when you can get a pre
perimenting
consent."
pars (ion tint has won a world-widwrong.'
heard
"Tlmn you
" Wasn't t)i re norne ort of objection reputation by it :ures of this disease
arid ran always be depended upon?
Ui I lie uiht' li?"
It U l.iiowu everywhere u Cbamber-lulli'"Yiw. Hut it wteK Jiauia aiid
'oilr.il lieifjeily, aJ ) a meyi'
lot
ft
ui
wi
iroM gttini i!fi of
fiiituT who
For said by ti)
"
di ;i! 1, A)v,
tally's I oar- I.I

bi

a jvht
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Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT ETJY the particular thing is worth most

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone
this newspaper and would sever bear of
your property unless it were aoerti8ed here.
who reads the ads. in

Others, wbo read and ana w ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) bookB, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of ifrfulDeisg of any sort, and musical instruments.
As the clarified
sible sort of tiilncs, tUy

bj

rend by nil

poteil'e
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of nil pos-

be come to be fiudwe of tie Ut tuu-
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

16

fis

vWonderful

Offer

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure's flagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

IN BULK

1

c

A

Try

Fresh Barrel
Just Opened

per pouno

e

i
t
t

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

30

mm

1

TEA TALKS
Tea is a BEVERAGE NOT AN ORNAMENT.
Our teas are selected for their cup quality not
for their looks. In orders that you may know
this week, sell for
this for yourself we will,
,

hi
ado;

25c

Our 35c Teas for

j'7

'

"

per lb.

" 3& Per lb-

-

per lb.
55c per lb.
..'..75c per lb.
...$1.00 per lb.

.

Also for this week our Splendid "CREAM
LOAF" flour, the best flour on the market $1.50,

per sack.
In

td pi.
bo

faim

,

J.

exist and

to

be

fo8tei

responsibility

Cl

lbs. Sugar for $1.00

H. STEARNS
-- GR.O

Hart, who has been ill
at his home for several days with a
severe cold, is improving and exptcts
to return to work in a few days.
Donald

G.

C E

.,

In ord'
ppr

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Elour CASH
AMD
S3. 90

RtaULAR

RETAIL VALUK, 91S.OO

5"

or oapruaa money order, and we will
WBDoneand 'of "n t"h. draif, po-t- nl
and
th"e
by freiKht. jUlreim ominous
Klour Mil a Company,
S?Th Vhufa "uenartment of the Larahw
nd allrmi plainly.
Be aur to write your .nam
a.VHinWnn K.nu
UOKera1are
BilTorwait
B
roou
also
for
!a
k E'B Flour
R
in
ad giber valuable vreuiluuisAalt lor descriptive circular.

GEH
EMPRESS, you know, is thatMighty-Good- "
VAN-M- I
LLFO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

GnQ.cers
Trv a Sack You'll Like it.
1 1

5.

the question of

eco-

nomy the more
vinced you are

con-

that

it' pays to start the
New Year right by
.

;

lb

'

tav
1

buying
-

J

the best

quality goods

dence with smallpox, is greatly Improved and entirely out of danger.

Lu-cer-

The Five Hundred club will meet
tomorrow with Mrs. James R. Baksr
at her residence on Douglaa avenuo.
This meeting will be the first in six
The republicans of the West side
weeks the club having given up the
are
preparing to nominate strong can
regular weekly meetings previous to
didates for justices of the peace in
Christmas and New Year's.
the three precincts making up the
The following
A parcels post package, No. 719,015, town of Las Vesas.
was received in Las Vegas today from candidates appear to be most likely
to receive the nominations: Precinct
Chicago, 111. This package was mail
ed in Chicago January 4, and shows No. 3, Pablo Ulibarri, present incumthe great volume of business that the bent; precinct No. 6, Felix Garcia;
No. 5, Jose P. Mares. It is
Chicago postofflce is handling since precinct
the introduction of the parcels post announced that the democrats also
will endeavor to put a justice of the
service.
peace and constable ticket in the field
In each precinct.
All of the classes at the Normal
University were dismissed this nior.i- The United States civil Brvice aning at 10 o'clock on account of the
severe cold nd also because of the nounces the following examinations:
ciemist (male),
repair work which is being done in February
the several class rooms of the univer salary f 1,000 per year; engineer, sawsity building. The classes will meet yer, and general mechanic (male),
tomorrow as per the schedule an- salary $1,200 per year; physician
(male); Navajo agency (Tocatchi
nounced yesterday.
(boarding school) 11,000 per year;
A local firm this morning mailed Cheyenne River agency, S. D., S1.00O
a package to a customer 40 miles per year; Santee agency, Nebraska,
from Las Vegas. The parcels post $1,000 per year; western Navajo agenwas used, the rate of postage being cy, Arizona, $1,200 per year; timber
nine cents. Previous to January 1, scaler (male), salary $1,080 per year.
Surveyor (male), enthis same package would have cost February
trance
to $110 per month,
$100
salary
the local merchant 80 cents postage.
Ab a result of the parcels post ser- United States surveyor, salary $125
to $150 per month; topographic draftsvice the merchant saved 71 cents.
man, salary ranging from $1,000 to
On account of the severe weather $1,500 per year; copyist topographic
of last Sunday, the annual roll call draftsman, salary $900 to $1,500 per
and election of officers at the Chris year. February 6 Assistant chemist,
tian church was postponed until next salary $1,200 per year.
12.
Sunday, January
Nearly one- ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
third of the members of the Christian
Letters remaining uncalled for the
church are ranchers who live on the
mesa, and the storm of Sunday made week ending January 4, 1913:
Miss Sadie Allen, Eugene Blackman
it impossible for them to get into
2, C. A. Cobb, H. P. Cox, D. Dillingtown.
ham, Pablita Dominges 2, Miss Bessie
All the Santa Fe railway company's Edwards, G de Feble Cormelito, Miss
trains going west today were several Emma Frances, Ray Goodall, Senora
hours late on account of the severe Petra Golesmit, Antonl Griego 2, Julweather conditions which the trains ian Herrera, Mrs. A. M. Lynch, F.
have encountered since leaving Chi- M. Russell, MrsvJ. Record, C. Reed-eR. V. Saxton, Mrs. C. J. Skellatt.
cago. This evening's trains No. 7
When calling for the above letters
and No. 9 will be several hours late
also.
Trains going east were re- please ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
ported on time with the exception of
train No. 10, which was a few minTO REFORM CONVICT SYSTEM
utes late.
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 7. The Arkansas convict system, brought into
prominence recently by the pardoning
"II We Do It, It's Rijiht"
of 300 convicts by Governor Donaghey
as a pretest against the lease system,
is one of the first matters to be considered by the utate legislature which
convened today. Another important
matter to be brought up early in the
Is Knocking at Your
session is the measure advocated by
Governor-elec- t
Robinson, providing a
special one mill tax fbr educational
institutions.

Home of Ilia Best of Everyihlng

The Grant

Ring up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
come and take your family
washing.
After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
better, at less cost and do not
give the clothes near the wear
they receive at home, you will
not hesitate to give us the
work.

Eaiila

F

I

BELOW ZEHO

PUNISH

& Hay ward Co. Store

Las

Vcas

Steam
Laundrv

SANTA FE IS FINED.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 7.

In the
United States district court here today the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe railroad pleaded guilty to two in
dictments charging) violations of the
law requiring that live stock in transit be unloaded at least once every 28
hours.
A fine of $500, $100 for each count
in the indictments, was imposed by
Judge W. II. Pope.
RIOT I.N ROME.
Rome, Jan. 7. Rioting arising out
of a local physician's treatment of
Ills j.atleiils resulted In five people
others being
being killed hikI
w rm H
il by Hie IrooiiH lit tin) town of
Itoectt;(Oi-).',Triii y. Order Iihh no
relni'-t!but (lie 1lOn.n leinuU
(III lllll v In III,.
i,., I
f i
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017 Dvuglat
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'hy do Public Schools
IplMelphia use only
4Ioosier Cabinets V

;

The proof of the pudding is the eating.
Shrewd men like the Philadelphia School Board do not buy equipment,
for their classes in cookery without reason.
The Hoosier Cabinet proved in every test an ideal of home convenience. It is simple, compact, and wonderfully well built. It can't get out
of order.
Convenience coupled with quality made the sale. "It puts everything at
your finger's ends like a desk," said one man.
So the Philadelphia schools paid the fixed retail price for the Hoos'er
Cabinet when others could have been had for nothing.
This is one reason why you should have a Hoosier Cabinet in
today. It saves miles of step for tired feet.
;

your-kitche-

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON
--

NSEO

AO E NTS

FTP

iuTCilBlCASL'lETS

Jefferson Raynclds President
HslJett Raynoias Oasbier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Davis Vica President

j

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
B.

Stephen

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital.

M.

Surplus, and Uwdividbd Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid! on Time Deposits

CITY.

Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 7 Governor
Tanner in his message to the Pennsylvania legislature, which began its
biennial session today, urged the revocation of the charter of the Bor
ough of Coatesville for its failure to
punish any of the persons implicated
in the death of "Zach" Walker, who
was burned by a mob in August, 1911.
Governor Tanner recommended that
the question of equal suffrage for women "be submitted to a vote of the
people.

The Combination Power Machine

i.

'

'l

'

r-'-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Child's silver purse, with lon&
chain. Finder return to Optic d
fice and receive reward.

LOST

For Plowing, Seeding, Discing, Harrowing, Hauling, Road Work, Harvesting,-RunninFeed Grinders, Ensilage Cutters, Hay Balers, Treshing Machines
Etc. The most economical an4 practical tool ever invented for the medium
sized farmer.

....

Furthe' information may be had by calling
'

Roller Mills.
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USEFUL
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(Display In South Window)

Year Cticice

at the Las Vegas

East Las Vegas, N. M.

E. L. BEAL
E3

f

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

DOCTOR OPERATES

Kansas City, January1 7. Cattle, receipts 1,100, Including 1,000 southerns.
UPON HIMSELF
Market steady. Native steers $6.75
steers
9; southern
$5.257.50;
southern cows and hoifers $3.E0
MAKES INCISION UNDER HIS JAW,
cows and heifers $3.75
CUTS AWAY FLESH, SCRAPES
75
6.75; bulls $4. fiB. 50; calves $fiQ
BONE, REMOVING GROWTH
steers
western
western
10;
$6ff)8.50;
6.25;-nativ-

cows $3.75(0)6.50.
Minneapolis, Jan. 7. Driven to desHogs, receipts 16,000. Market steaperation
by pain and his inability to
5
to
cents
lower.
Bulk
of
sales
dy
find a surgeon who could relieve him.
heavy
$7.157.40;
$7.307.42; Dr. W. M. Beck of
Clarkfield, Minn,
packers and butchers $7.207.40;
stood before a mirror in his office,
lights $7.057.30;
pigs $66.75;
10 made an incision Just below his left
Sheep, receipts 7,000, Market
cut away the flesh from the
cents, higher.
Muttons
point
$45.75; jaw,
lambs $7S.70; range wethers and of the chin almost to the left ear.

ewes scraped the bone and then sewed up
the wound. His operation, however,
failed to relieve a growth which
threatened to destroy the jawbone,
and today he is in a local hospital
BOUNTIES BRING PROFITS.
where anotlitr
has been
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 7. Bounties on
performed.
coyotes, wild cats and obo wolves,
When Dr. Beck
performed his own
killed in Chaves county during the
ho was aided only by a
operation,
year 1912 netted their eiayers 3,CC5,
nuip.e, wi,n wan the firet to n!v way
according to flfnirea given out today, urnler (ho btraln,
This
breaks fill reeord for tha
county snd pomilliiy the gtato, Bnl
broiiKbt profit to
Uily 300 rmirhiini.
yearlings

D

$4.

$3.505.25.
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The Y. M. C. A. desires to start a
library. It has the room, the readers
and everything but the books. In order to help the good work along Colonel Twitchell has donated his two
Volumes of the "Leading Facts of
New Mexico History." The secretary
would be glad, to hear from any who
have books for which they have no
use and which, perhaps, might be of
service to the large numbers of men
who frequent the association rooms
each day. If it is not convenient to
bring the books, the association will;
be glad to send for them. The at
tendance at the building, during the
past two months, has increased greatly and it is the desire of the asso
ciation to have something a little
more "solid" for those who desire it
than just the newspapers and the
periodicals.
WOULD

.

V

SECRETARY INVITES LAS VEGAS
PEOPLE
TO CONTRIBUTE
BOOKS TO HELP CAUSE

Opportunity

THE MOR.E YOU STUDY
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The Woman's club will meet tornor-roafternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the LAST NIGHT'S TEMPERATURE IS
Commercial club rooms. This Is the
LOWEST RECORDED HERE
Business
club.
the
of
FOR SEVERAL YEARS
regular meeting
of importance is expected to be
Las Vegas was put in cold storage
brought up for consideration.
last night and everybody got up this
The county cornmissiones were in morning feeling like an egg that had
session again today. The matters been spending the past year or two
considered so far have been entirely in the refrigerator of a Kansas City
The fommis-sioner- commission merchant. Early last
of a routine nature.
this afternoon actPd upon a evening the temperature, which had
large number of bills. Yesterday they been low all day, began falling and
heard some remarks of citizen's re the thermometer started on a record
gardlng tax matters.
breaking downward journey, not stopping until it had reached the 20 deA marriage license was issued this grees below zero mark.
morning at the court house to Pedro
Professor John C. Baker, volunteer
Gallegos, aged 27, and Francisca
weather observer at the Normal Uniaged 25. Both are residents of versity, stated this morning that the
Chaperito. Marriage licenses were official thermometer registered 20 deissued yesterday afternoon to Nicola-t,- a grees below zero, however; a number
Roybal, ased 19, and HenriquPz of thermometers about town 'registerGarcia, aged 25, both of San Isidro ed lower than that. With clearing
and Antonia B. Romero, aged 20, and weather there is a possibility of te
Facundo Herera, 34, both of - Sanchez. weather man handing out warmer
temperature tonight However, the
The real estate men were kept on plumbers and the coal dealers are
the jump today answering calls for making their little pile while this
help from many a householder who cold snap lasts and are hoping that
discovered this morning that during Jack Frost will stay on the job for
the night Jack Frost had been on the several days.
job and frozen up all the pipes In
his house. Relief in the form of thu
plumber was sent out by real estat-- V; 51. C. A. DESIRES TO
men and further relief is in eight, for
the weather man's latest prediction
START A LIBRARY
is warmer weather tomorrow.

,

For a
iviliZP''

resi-

The committee in charge of the arrangements for dances given by the
Buen Tiempo club is planning to give
a dance the latter part of the week,
the date and hall to be announced
later.

KrcaBattUtBiMl

16

at his

Arthur Minium has entered temporarily the employ of the Rosenthal
Furniture company and will assist in
the invoice talcing.

THE CASH GR.OCER

!I

F. M. Lyon, who Is ill

Installation
of officers of the
Woodmen of the World and Woodmen
Circle has beeu postponed on accoM t
of bad weather.

IKE DAUB

Our 50c Teas for
Our 60c Teas for
Our 75c Teas for
Our $1.00 Teas for
Our $1.25 Teas for.

Old Taylor bourbon

as usual.

AT

CASH

5:46

J. J. Laubach has fully recovered
from his recent illness and is at work

.

id

a dram of

at

at the Opera Bar. Adv.
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